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Another canonical compactification
of the moduli space of abelian varieties
lku Nakamura
Abstract.
We construct a canonical compactification SQ~~~c of the moduli
space Ag,K of abelian varieties over Z[(N, 1/N] by adding certain
reduced singular varieties along the boundary of Ag,K, where K is a
symplectic finite abelian group, N is the maximal order of elements
of K, and (N is a primitive N-th root of unity. In [18] a canonical
compactification SQ 9 ,K of Ag,K was constructed by adding possibly
non-reduced GIT-stable (Kempf-stable) degenerate abelian schemes.
We prove that there is a canonical bijective finite birational morphism
sq : SQ~~~c ---> SQg,K· In particular, the normalizations of SQ~~~c
and SQ 9 ,K are isomorphic.
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Introduction

In [18] a canonical compactification SQ 9 ,K of the moduli space
of abelian varieties with level structure was constructed by applying geometric invariant theory [17]. It is a compactification of A 9 ,K
by all Kempf-stable degenerate abelian schemes, that is, those degenerate abelian schemes whose Hilbert points have closed SL-orbits in
the semi-stable loci. However some of the Kempf-stable degenerate
abelian schemes are non-reduced in contrast with Deligne--Mumford stable curves. See [20] for a non-reduced Kempf-stable degenerate abelian
scheme.
The purpose of this article is to construct another canonical compactification SQ~~~c of A 9 ,K by adding to A 9 ,K certain reduced singular
degenerate abelian schemes instead of non-reduced Kempf-stable ones.
The new compactification SQ~~~c is very similar to SQ g,K. In fact, their
normalizations are canonically isomorphic (see Section 12). The compactifications are, as functors, the same if g :S: 4, and different if g ~ 8
(or maybe if g ~ 5 because it is believed that there are non-reduced
Kempf-stable degenerate abelian schemes of dimension g for any g ~ 5).
An advantage of SQ~~~c is that the reduced degenerate abelian schemes
on the boundary SQ~~~c \ Ag,K are much simpler than those Kempfstahle ones lying on the boundary SQ 9 ,K \ Ag,K· See also Alexeev [1]
for related topics.
Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring and k(ry) the fraction
field of R. Given an abelian variety (Cry, .Cry) over k(ry) with an ample
line bundle .Cry, we have Faltings-Chai degeneration data for it by a finite
base change if necessary. In [18] for the Faltings-Chai degeneration data,
we constructed two natural R-flat projective degenerating families (P, .C)
and (Q, .C) of abelian varieties with generic fiber isomorphic to (Cry, .Cry).
The family (Q, .C) is the most naive choice with .C an ample line bundle,
while the family (P, .C) with .C (= .C p) the pull back of .C (= LQ) on Q
is the normalization of (Q, .C) after a certain finite minimal base change
so that the closed fiber P0 of P may be reduced.
We call the closed fiber (Po, .C0 ) of (P, .C) a torically stable quasiabelian scheme (abbr. TSQAS), while we call the closed fiber (Q0 , .Co)
of (Q, .C) a projectively stable quasi-abelian scheme (abbr. PSQAS) [18].
Let (K, eK) be a finite symplectic abelian group. Since we have
K c::: EBf= 1 ( (Z/ eiZ) EB JLeJ for some positive integers ei such that ei lei+l,
we define emin(K) = e1 and emax(K) = e9 . Let N = emax(K). The
Heisenberg group G(K) is, by definition, a central extension of K by
the group JLN of all N-th roots of unity. The classical level-K structures on abelian varieties are generalized as level-G(K) structures on
Ag,K
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TSQASes. The group scheme G(K) has an essentially unique irreducible
representation of weight one over Z[(N, 1/N]. In (18] this fact played a
substantial role in constructing a canonical compactification SQ 9 ,K of
the moduli space Ag,K of abelian varieties with (non-classical and noncommutative) level-K structure. We note that, for any closed field k over
Z[(N, 1/N], A 9 ,K(k) is the same as the set of all isomorphism classes of
abelian varieties with level-K structure in the classical sense.
The following is the main theorem of the present article.
Theorem. If emin(K) ?: 3, the functor of g-dimensional torically
stable quasi-abelian schemes with level-G(K) structure over reduced base
algebraic spaces has a complete separated reduced-coarse (hence reduced)
moduli algebraic space SQ~~]}c over Z[(N, 1/N]. Moreover, there is a
canonical bijective finite birational morphism sq : SQ~~]}c --+ SQg,K. In
particular, the normalization of SQ~~]}c is isomorphic to that of SQ g,K.

Here is an outline of our article. In Section 2, we recall from
(18] a couple of basic facts about degenerating families of abelian varieties. In Section 3, we show how to recover Po from Qo, and Q from
P. In Section 4, first we define Heisenberg group schemes G(K) and
g(K), finite or infinite, then we discuss in detail the relation between
level-G(K) structures and G(K)-linearizations. Moreover we recall irreducible G(K)-modules of weight one, which will play a substantial role
in compactifying the moduli. We notice that the finite Heisenberg group
scheme G(K) acts on r(Po, £()') with weight one if m = 1 mod N.
In Section 5, we define level-G(K) structures on TSQASes (Po, £o)
or their family, and then define the functor SQ~~*c of TSQASes. In Section 6, we also give a precise definition of the functor SQ 9 ,K ofPSQASes,
using [20]. In Section 7, we discuss rigid p-structures for any irreducible
representation p. In Section 8, we recall from (18] the stable reduction
theorem for TSQASes with rigid level-G(K) structure. In Sections 9,
10 and 11, we prove existence of the reduced-coarse moduli SQ~~]}c. In
the course of the proof, we characterize TSQASes by the conditions (i)(x) in Sections 9.3, 9.5 and 9.6. In Section 12, we prove that there is
a canonical bijective finite birational morphism from SQ~~]}c to SQ 9 ,K
extending the identity of Ag,K.
Acknowledgements. The author would like to thank Professor Ken
Sugawara for stimulating discussions and careful reading of the manuscript during the preparation of the article. The author also would like
to thank Professor Alastair King for critical reading of the draft, numerous advices for improving the texts, and linguistic remarks to some
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Degenerating families of abelian varieties

The purpose of this section is to recall basic facts about degenerating
families of abelian varieties. To minimize the article we try to keep the
same notation as in [18].
2.1.

Grothendieck's stable reduction

Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring, I the maximal ideal of
Rand S = Spec R. Let rJ be the generic point of S, k(ry) the fraction
field of R and k(O) = R/ I the residue field.
Suppose we are given a polarized abelian variety (Cry, Lry) of dimension g over k(ry) such that Lry is symmetric, ample and rigidified (that
is trivial) along the unit section. Then by Grothendieck's stable reduction theorem [4], (Cry, Lry) can be extended to a polarized semiabelian
S-scheme (G, £) with £ a rigidified relatively ample invertible sheaf on
G as the connected Neron model of Cry by taking a finite extension of
k(ry) if necessary. The closed fiber Go is a semiabelian scheme over k(O),
namely an extension of an abelian variety A 0 by a split torus T0 .
From now on, we restrict ourselves to the totally degenerate case,
that is, the case when A 0 is trivial, because by [18] there is no essentially
new difficulty when we consider the case when A 0 is nontrivial. Hence
we assume that G0 is a split k(O)-torus. Let A(Lry) : Cry --7
be the polarization (epi)morphism. By the universal property of the (connected)
Neron model ct of c;, we have an epimorphism A: G --7 ct extending
A(Lry)· Hence the closed fiber of Gt is also a split k(O)-torus.
Let Sn = Spec R/In+l and Gn = G Xs Sn. Associated to G
and £ are the formal scheme Gror = lim Gn and an invertible sheaf

c;

<-

Lror = 1~ (£ Q9 R/r+l ). By our assumption that G0 is a k(O)-split
torus, Gn turns out to be a multiplicative group scheme for every n
by [5, p. 7]. Thus the scheme Gror is a formal split S-torus. Similarly
G}or is a formal split S-torus. Let X := Homz(Gror, (Gm,s)ror), Y :=
Homz(G~Or' (Gm,S)for) and G := Homz(X, Gm,s),
= Hom(Y, Gm,s).
Then G (resp.
algebrizes Gror (resp. G~or). The morphism A :
G --7 ct induces an injective homomorphism ¢ : Y --7 X and an algebraic epimorphism >: : G --7
For simplicity we identify the injection
¢ : Y --7 X with the inclusion Y C X.

ct

ct)

ct.
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Fourier expansions

In the totally degenerate case, Gror (resp. G) is a formal split 8torus (resp. a split 8-torus). We choose the coordinate wx of Gsatisfying
wxwy = wx+y (Vx, y EX). Since £ror is trivial on Gror, we have

r( G'7, £'7) = r( G, £)

Q9

k(ry)

<--t

r( Gror, £ror)

Q9

k(ry)

<--t

II k(ry) 'wx.
xEX

Therefore, any element(} E r(G 77 , £ 77 ) can be written as a formal Fourier
series(}= l::xEX ax((})wx with ax((}) E k(ry), which converges J-adically.
Theorem 2.3. (Faltings-Chai90] Let k(ry)x = k(ry) \ {0}. There
exists a function a : Y --+ k( 1J) x and a bimultiplicative function b
Y x X--+ k(ry)x with the following properties:
(1) b(y,x) = a(x+y)a(x)..,.. 1 a(y)- 1 , a(O) = 1 (Vx,y E Y),
(2) b(y, z) = b(z, y) = a(y + z)a(y)- 1 a(z)- 1 (Vy, z E Y),
(3) b(y, y) E I (Vy =/- 0), and for every n 2: 0, a(y) E In for almost
ally E Y,
(4) r(G77 ,£77 ) is identified with the k(ry) vector subspace of formal
Fourier series (} = l::xEX ax((})wx which satisfy the relations
ax+y((}) = a(y)b(y, x)ax((}) and ax((}) E k(ry) (Vx E X, Vy E
Y).
2.4. The bilinear form B(x,y) on X x X
By taking a finite base change of 8 if necessary, the functions b and
a can be extended respectively to X x X and X so that the previous
relations between band a are still true on X x X. Let Rx = R\ {0} and
k(O)x = k(O) \ {0}. Then we define integer-valued functions A: X--+ Z,
B: X x X--+ Z and b(y,x) E Rx, a(y) E Rx by

B(y,x)

= val

8

(b(y,x)),

dA(a)(x)

= B(a,x) +r(x)/2,

A(x) = val 8 (a(x)) = B(x, x)/2 + r(x)/2,
b(y, X) = b(y, x)sB(y,x), a(x) = a(x )s(B(x,x)+r(x))/ 2
for some r E Homz(X, Z}, where B is positive definite by Theorem 2.3.
Let ao =a mod I and bo = b mod I, where ao(x),bo(y,x) E k(O)x.
2.5. Delaunay cells and Delaunay decompositions
Let X be a lattice of rank g, XR = X®R, and let B: XxX--+ Z be
a positive definite symmetric integral bilinear form, which determines a
distance II lis on XR by llxlls := JB(x,x) (x E XR)· For any a E XR
we say that a EX is a-nearest if II a- ails = min{llb- all8; bE X}.
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For an a: E XR, we define a Delaunay cell a to be the closed convex
hull of all lattice elements which are a-nearest. Two different a: and
a:' could give the same a. If a: E a satisfies the condition lla- o:IIE =
min{ lib- o:IIE; bE X} for any a E an X, then we call a: the center of a,
which we denote by a:( a). The center of a is uniquely determined by a.
All the Delaunay cells constitute a locally finite decomposition of ·
XR, which we call the Delaunay decomposition DelE. Let Del:= DelE,
and Del(c) the set of all the Delaunay cells containing c E X. For
a E Del( c), we define C(c, a) := c+C(O, -c+a), and define C(O, -c+a)
to be the cone spanned over R+ by all a-c, (a E anX). See [18, p. 662].
2.6. The semi-universal covering Q
Let k(ry) be the fraction field of R as before, and k(ry)[X] the group
algebra of the additive group X over k(ry). Let

k(ry)[X]['I?]
be the graded algebra over k(ry)[X] with '19 indeterminate of degree one,
where by definition deg(z) ~ 0 for any z E k(ry)[X]. We denote by wx
the generator of k( rJ) [X] corresponding to x E X, where wx · wY = wx+y
for x, y EX. Then we define a graded subalgebra R of k(ry)[X]['I?] by

R :=

R[a(x)wx'l?;x EX]= R[ex'l?;x EX],

where ex := SE(x,x)/2+r(x)f 2 wx, and a(x) the a-part of the degeneration
data in Theorem 2.3.
Let Q := Proj(R) and P the normalization of Q. For y E Y, we
define an action Sy on Q by

s;(a(x)wx-a)

=

a(x + y)wx+y-a,

which induces a natural action on P, denoted by the same Sy. By
denote 0Proj(1) on Q as well as its pullback to P.
Theorem 2.7. Let (Pror,Cfor) (resp.
completion of (P, C) (resp. (Q, C)}. Then

(1)

(2)

(3)

Cwe

(Qfor,Cfor)) be the formal

The quotient formal schemes (Pron Cror)/Y and (Qfor, Cror)/Y
are flat projective formal S -schemes.
There exist flat projective S-schemes (P, .C) and (Q, .C) such
that their formal completions(Pror,.Cfor) and (Qror,.Cfor) along
the closed fibers are respectively isomorphic to the quotient formal schemes (Pror,Cfor)/Y and (Qfor.Cfor)/Y.
P is the normalization of Q.

Proof.

This follows from [3, III, 5.4.5]. See also [2] and [18].

Q.E.D.
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A torically stable quasi-abelian scheme (Po, £ 0 )

2.8.

Let Del(Po) be the Delaunay decomposition corresponding to P0 .
By taking a finite base change of S if necessary, we may assume that
dA(a(o-)) E Hom(X, Z) for any Delaunay cell a- E Del(P0 ). By [2] this
implies that Po is reduced. We call the closed fiber (Po, £ 0 ) of (P, L:) a
torically stable quasi-abelian scheme (abbr. a TSQAS) over k(O) := R/ I.
In what follows, we always assume that dA(a(o-)) E Hom(X, Z) for
any a- E Del(P0 ). Hence Po is reduced.
We quote two theorems from [2] and [18].
Theorem 2.9. Let Po (resp. Po) be the closed fiber of P (resp. P).
Let a- and T be Delaunay cells in Del(Po).
(1)

For each a- E Del(P0 ), there exists a subscheme O(a-) of Po,
which is a torus of dimension dimR a- over k(O),
T C a- ijJO(T) is contained in O(o-), the closure ofO(o-) in P 0 ,
and O(o-) is the union of all O(T) with T C a-, T E Del(P0 ),
Po= U:rEDel(Po)mod Y O(o-).

(2)

(3)

Theorem 2.10. Let Po be the closed fiber of P, and n > 0. Then
h 0 (P0 , £ 0) =[X: Y]n9, hi(P0 , £ 0) = 0 (i

(1)

> 0), and

r(R L: ) = {"""""' c(x)t . c(x + y) = bo(y, x)ao(y)c(x)}
o, 0
~
c,x, c(x) E k \fx E X \fy E Y
'
xEX

(2)
(3)

'

'

r(Po, £ 0) = r(P, .en) Q9 k(O),
£ 0 is very ample for n :2: 2g + 1.

2.11.

The group schemes G and QU

We review [18, 4.12] to recall the notation. By choosing a suitable
base change of S, we assume dA(a(o-)) E Hom(X, Z) for any a- E DelE.
Then P0 is reduced. Then G is realized as an open subscheme of P.
In fact, for any Delaunay g-cell a- E Del(O), there is an open smooth
subscheme G(a-) c P such that
(i) G(o-):::: G, G(o-) 17 = P 17 , G(o-)o = O(o-),
(ii) G(o-)for is a formalS-torus of dimension g.
We define QU = QU(o-) := UxE(X/Y)Sx(G(o-)) C P. Then QU is
a group scheme over S such that G~ = P17 • It is an S-group scheme
uniquely determined by P, independent of the choice of a-, though G(a-)
are in general distinct as S-subschemes of P. We note that each stratum
O(T) is Go-invariant for any T E DelE. See [18, 4.12] for the detail.
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2.12. The Heisenberg group scheme Q(£71 ) of £ 71
Let K(£ 71 ) be the kernel of .A(£71 ) : G71 ---+
It is the subgroup
scheme of G 71 representing the functor defined by

a;.

U

~---+ K(C

71

)(U) = {x E G (U)· £71,u Q9 P2(N) ~_r;(£71,u) }
71
' for some N E P1c(U)

for a k(ry)-scheme U, where C71 ,u is the pullback of £ 71 to G71 ,u .(G71) xk(71 ) U. We note that N is given by the restriction of C71 ,u to
the subscheme x(U) (~ U) of G 71 ,u. In other words,

x

E

K(£71 )(U)

{=:=?

£ 71 ,u Q9 P2(£ 71 ,ujx(U)) ~ T;(£71,U)

See (15, § 13] for the details.
£ 71 \ {the zero section} be the Gm-torsor on G 71 associated
with the line bundle £ 71 . Let Q(£ 71 ) := (.C~)IK(.CT)) be the restriction of
£~ to K(£ 71 ). We call Q(£ 71 ) the Heisenberg group scheme of Cw See
(15, § 23, Theorem 1]. Then we define a functor Aut(£71 /P71 ) similar to
Aut(L/X) in (15, § 23, Theorem 1]:
Let£~ :=

U

~---+

Aut(£ 71 / P71 )(U)

·= {( ¢)· x

·

x,

E K(£71 )(U) and
' ¢ : £ 71 ,u ---+ r; (£ 71 ,u) U -isom. on G 71 ,u }

for any k(ry)-scheme U.
An obvious difference from the definition of K(£ 71 ) is that the definition of Aut(£ 71 / P71 ) lacks N E Pic(U). This difference enables us to
define the action of Aut(£ 71 /P71 ) on r(G71 ,£71 ).
In the same manner as in (15, § 23, Theorem 1], we see the functor Aut(£ 71 / P71 ) is represented by the k(ry)-scheme Q(£71 ), which admits
therefore naturally a structure of a group k(ry)-scheme over K(£ 71 ).
The group scheme structure of Q(£ 71 ) is given by (13, p. 289] as
follows. Let (x, ¢) and (y, 'lj;) be any T-valued points of Q(£ 71 ), T a
k(ry)-scheme. Equivalently, ¢: £ 71 ---+ T;(£ 71 ) and 'lj; : £ 71 ---+ r;(£ 71 ) are
T-isomorphisms of line bundles on G 71 ,r. The group law of Q(Cry) is

(y,'lj;) · (x,¢) = (x+y,T;'lj;o¢)
where we note the composition T;'l/J o ¢ is an isomorphism of £ 71 onto
T;+y(£ 71 ). There is a natural epimorphism of Q(£ 71 ) onto K(£ 71 ) with
fiber Gm,k( 71 ), where Gm,k( 71 ) is the center of the group scheme Q(£ 71 ).
Thus Q(£ 71 ) is a central extension of K(£ 71 ) by the k(ry)-split torus
Gm,k( 71 )· We define the commutator form e.cT) of Q(£ 71 ) by

e.c"'(g, h)= [g, h] := ghg- 1 h-I,

for Vg, hE Q(£71 )
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where ?J, h are the images of g and h in K(.CTJ). It is a nondegenerate
and alternating bimultiplicative form on K(.CTJ).
Applying [18, Lemma 7.4], we see that the isomorphism class of
9(.CTJ) as a central extension is uniquely determined by the commutator
form e£~ by taking a finite extension of k( 7]) if necessary. In other words,
suppose that we are given two central extensions 9 and 9' of K(.CTJ) by
Gm,k(TJ). If they have the same commutator form, then by taking a finite
extension K' of k(ry) if necessary, the pullbacks of 9 and 9' to K' are
isomorphic as central extensions of K(.CTJ) xk(TJ) K' by Gm,K'·
2.13. The action of 9(.CTJ) on r(GTJ, .CTJ)
The group scheme 9 (.CT]) acts on r( GT]' .CT]) as follows: for z = (X'¢)
any T-valued point of 9(.CTJ), T any k(ry)-scheme,

where

e E r(GTJ,T,.CTJ,T)·
Pc~ (w)pc~ (z)(O)

=

For any w = (y,'¢) E 9(.CTJ)(T), one checks
Pc'~ (x

+ y, T;( '¢) · ¢)(8) = pc~ (w · z)(B).

See [13, p. 295]. Thus f(GTJ, .CTJ) is a 9(.CTJ)-module.
By [12, V, 2.5.5] (See also [15, § 23]), f(GTJ,.CTJ) is an irreducible
9(.CTJ)-module of weight one, unique up to isomorphism by taking a
finite extension of k (7]) if necessary.
If the characteristic of k(ry) and the order of K(.CTJ) are coprime, then
9(.CTJ) ~ 9(K) Q9 k(ry) by taking a finite extension of k(ry) if necessary.
Moreover if ON C k(ry), then f(GTJ, .CTJ) ~ V(K) Q9 k(ry) as 9(K) Q9 k(ry)modules, which is therefore irreducible. See § 4 for the precise definitions
of 9(K), ON and V(K).
Lemma 2.14. The fiat closure K1(.C) of K(.CTJ) in
fiat overS.
Proof. See [18, Lemma 4.14].
K1(.CTJ) in [18, Lemma 4.14].

art

is finite and

Caution : K1(£) is the same as

2.15. The Heisenberg group scheme 91(£) of .C
Now we shall extend 9(.CTJ) relatively completely overS. Let .ex :=
.C\ {the zero section} be the Gm-torsor on P associated with the invertible sheaf .C, and 91(£) := £ 1~~(£) the restriction of .ex to K1(£). We

note that 91(£) is the same as 91(.CTJ) in [18, Definition 4.15].
Let e~ be an extension of ec~ to K1(£). By [12, IV, 7.1 (ii)] 91(£)
is a group scheme overS extending 9(.CTJ), which is a central extension

I. Nakamura
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of K~(C) by Gm,s withe~ the commutator form. The bimultiplicative
forme~ on K~(C) is nondegenerate alternating by [12, IV, 2.4] and by
Lemma 2.14.
We note that in view of [18, Lemma 7.4], the isomorphism class of
Q~(C) as a central extension is uniquely determined by the commutator
form
by taking a finite cover of 8 if necessary.

4

Lemma 2.16. We define a functor Aut(C/ P) as follows:
U ._. Aut(C/ P)(U)
:= {(x, ¢); x E

K~(C)([~_)

¢ : Cpu

---t

and
.
}
Tx (CPu) U -1som. on Pu

for any 8-scheme U. The functor Aut(C/P) is represented by Q~(C).
Proof.

Similar to that of [15, § 23, Theorem 1].

Q.E.D.

Definition 2.17. We define
K(P, C) := K~(C),

Q(P, C) := Q~(C),

Q(G,, CrJ := Q(C,) = Q(P, C)® k(ry),
K(Po, Co) := K(P, C)® k(O),

Q(Po, Co) := Q(P, C) ® k(O).

The natural projection from ex to G~ makes Q(P, C) a central extension of K(P, C) by Gm,s with its commutator forme~
1 ---t Gm,s

---t

Q(P, C)

---t

K(P, C)

---t

0.

We call Q(P, C) (resp. Q(Po, .Co)) the Heisenberg group scheme of (P, C)
(resp. (Po, .Co)). See also Section 4.6.
Lemma 2.18. Let G~ C P be the group 8-scheme in 2.11. Then
(1) r(Q,C) = r(P,.C) = r(GU,£),
(2) r(Po, Co) = r(P, C)® k(O) and
(3) it is an irreducible Q(P, C)-module of weight one, in other words
(by definition), any Q(P, C)-submodule ofr(P, C) of weight one
is of the form Jr(P, C) for some ideal J of R.
Proof. See [12, V, 2.4.2; VI, 1.4.7], [18, Theorem 3.9, Lemma 5.12].
See also Theorem 2.10.
Q.E.D.

Lemma 2.19. We define a morphism ..\(Co) : G~

---t

Pic0 (P0 ) by

.A(Co)(a) = T;(Co) ® £ 01
for any U-valued point a of G~, and U any k(O)-scheme. Then
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K(Po, .Co) = ker .X(.Co),
Q(Po, .Co) is determined uniquely by (Po, .Co).

Proof First we note that G~ ~ Go x (X/Y) in general, and that
in the totally degenerate case Go~ Homz(X, Gm), while in the general
case Go is a Homz(X, Gm)-torsor over an abelian variety A 0 , whose
extension class is determined uniquely by (Po, .Co). The proof of the
first assertion is proved in the same manner as [18, Lemma 5.14].
Next we prove the second assertion. We see as in the case of abelian
varieties that K(Po, .C0 ) is the maximal subscheme of G~ such that the
sheaf m*(.C) ®p2(.C)- 1 is trivial on K(Po, .Co) x P0 , where m: G~ x Po --+
Po is the action of G~, and P2 : G~ x Po--+ Po is the second projection.
This is proved in the same manner as in (15, § 13].
Now we define a functor Aut(.Co/ Po):

U ~-> Aut(.Co/ Po)(U)
·= {(

·

x,

¢)· x E K(Po, .Co)(U) and
}
' ¢: .Co,u --+ T;(.Co,u) U -isom. on Po,u

for any k(O)-scheme U. Then in the same manner as in (15, § 23, Theorem 1], we see the functor Aut(.Co/ Po) is represented by Q(Po, .Co).
By the first assertion and Section 2.12, K(Po, .Co) and Q(Po, .Co) are
independent of the choice of a Delaunay g-cell a.
Q.E.D.

Definition 2.20. Let k be an algebraically closed field, and let

(Po, .Co) be a TSQAS over k = k(O). Then we define
emin(K(Po, .Co)) =max{ n > 0; ker(n ·ida#) C K(Po, .Co)},
0

emax(K(Po, .Co))= min{n > 0; ker(n ·ida#)
0

:J

K(Po, .Co)},

where G~ is the closed fiber of a" in 2.11. If the order of K(Po, .Co) and
the characteristic of k(O) are coprime, then K(P0 , .Co)~ EBf= 1(Z/eiZ)ffi 2
for some positive integers ei with eilei+l· Hence emin(K(Po, .Co)) = e1
and emax(K(Po, .Co)) = e9 •

Theorem 2.21. Let (Po, .Co) be a (not necessarily totally degenerate) torically stable quasi-abelian scheme over k(O). Then
(1) r(Po, .C(}) = r(P, .en) Q9 k(O) for any n?:. 1,
(2) h0 (Po,.C 0) = n 9 JIK(Po,.Co),
(3) Hq(Po, .C0) = Hq(P, .en)= 0 for any q, n?:. 1,
(4) ifn?:. 2g+ 1, .C0 is very ample on Po.
See (2] and (18].
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Theorem 2.22. Let (Qo,eo) be a projectively stable quasi-abelian
scheme over k(O), by definition, a closed fiber of (Q, e) in Theorem 2. 7.
We define K(Qo,eo) = K(Po,eo) (see [18, Definition 5.11]). Then
(1) r(Qo, e 0) = r(Q, en) 0 k(O) for any n? 1,
(2) h 0 (Qo,e 0) = n 9 JIK(Qo,eo),
(3) Hq(Qo,e0) = Hq(Q,en) = 0 for any q,n? 1, and
(4) if emin(K(Qo, eo)) ? 3, eo is very ample on Qo.

Proof. The first and the second assertions are corollaries to [20,
Theorem 5.17]. We prove the third assertion. If Q0 is an abelian variety A over k(O) and if n := emin(K(Po, eo)), then Po ~ Qo = A and
A[n] = Ker (n idA) is a closed subscheme of K(Po, eo). This implies that
e0 = Mn for some ample line bundle MonA in view of [15, p. 231,
Theorem 3]. It follows from Lefschetz's theorem that eo is very ample.
The general case follows from [18, Theorem 6.3], using (1).
Q.E.D.
Theorem 2.23. Suppose emin(K(Po, eo))? 3. Then
(1) r(P, e) is base-point free and defines a finite morphism ¢ of
Pinto the projective space P(r(P,e)). The image of P by¢
with reduced structure is isomorphic to Q, and
(2) ¢ coincides with the normalization morphism v: P-+ Q,
(3) letting Sym(¢) be the graded subalgebra of tiJ:::!=or(P, en) generated by r(P,e) = v*r(Q,eq), and esym(cf>P) the tautological
line bundle, then (Q, eq) ~ (Proj(Sym(¢P )), esym(cf>p))·

Proof. Let v : P -+ Q be the normalization. We note that both P
and Q are reduced by the construction in Section 2.6.
By definition e := v*(eq). By Lemma 2.18 we have r(P, e) =
v*r(Q, eq). Hence r(P, e) is base-point free by Theorem 2.22 so that
it defines a finite 8-morphism ¢: P-+ P(r(P, e)). Since r(Q, eq)0k(O)
is very ample on Q 0 by Theorem 2.22, so is r( Q, eq) on Q. Let cpq : Q -+
P(r(Q, eq)) be the natural morphism defined by r(Q, eq). Then since
r(P,e) = v*r(Q,eq), ¢factors through cpq(Q) ~ Q c P(r(Q,eq)) ~
P(r(P, e)). Thus ¢ : P -+ cpq(Q) ~ Q coincides with v. This proves
(2). Since Q is reduced, we have (¢(P))red = Qred = Q. This proves
(1). In particular,¢* : r(Q, eq)-+ r(P, en) is injective.
Since r(Q, eq) is very ample by Theorem 2.22, snr(Q, eq) -+
r(Q,eq) is surjective for any n > 0. It follows from ¢*(r(Q,eq)) =
r(P, e) that the degree n part of Sym(¢) coincides with ¢*r(Q, eq),
hence Q ~ Proj(Sym(¢)). This proves (3).
Q.E.D.
Remark 2.24. We note that if Q0 is non-reduced, then Q 0 =
Proj(Sym(¢)) 0 k(O)) can be different from Proj(Sym(¢fp0 )), where
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Sym(¢1Po) is the subalgebra of EB~= 0 r(P0 , £ 0) generated by r(P0 , £ 0 ).
In fact, if Qo is non-reduced, there is ann such that v;, : r(Q 0 , L 0) -+
r(Po, L 0) has a nontrivial kernel, and Ker (Snr(Q 0 , L 0 ) -+ r(P0 , L 0))
can be strictly smaller thanKer (snr(Q 0 , L 0 )-+ r(Q 0 , £ 0)).

§3.

The schemes. Po and Qo
3.1.

An amalgamation of an admissible scheme

Let k be a field, and we consider k-schemes locally of finite type. Let
A be a partially ordered set with ~ a partial order, where we understand
that >.. ~ v if and only if either >.. = v or >.. < v (that is, >.. is strictly
smaller than v).
We assume that A satisfies the following
(a) A has a unique minimal element¢ with¢~ >..for any>.. E A,
and if >.. < v for infinitely many mutually distinct v, then
>..=¢,
(b) any totally ordered sequence in A has a maximum,
(c) for any pair of maximal elements >.., v (>.. =/= v), there is an
element >.. n v, called the intersection of>.. and v, which is the
maximal element among CJ E A such that CJ < >.., CJ < v,
(d) for any pair of maximal elements >.., v, we have incidence numbers [>.. : >.. n v] and [v : >.. n v], both being ±1 with distinct
signs.
For the ordered set A, we suppose that we are given a set of irreducible reduced k-schemes Z>. of finite type (>.. E A), and that there
exists a closed immersion iv,>. : Z>. -+ Zv for any ordered pair >.. ~ v.
Let ZA be the disjoint union of all Z>. (>.. E A), and h the set of i>.,p,
for all ordered pairs >.. ~ p,. The pair (ZA, h) is called an admissible
system if the conditions (i)-(iv) are satisfied:
(i) Z¢ is empty,
(ii) Z>.nv = Z>. n Zv for any pair of maximal element>.., v,
(iii) for any ordered pair>.. ~ v, the closed immersion iv,>. : Z>.
is not an isomorphism if>.. =/= v, and i>.,>. = idz.>..,
(iv) ip,,>. = ip,,v o iv,>. for any ordered triple >.. ~ v ~ p,.

-+

Zv

A reduced scheme Z (locally of finite type) is called an amalgamation
of the admissible system (ZA, h) if the following conditions are satisfied:
(v) there is a closed immersion i >. : Z >. -+ Z,
(vi) i>. = iv o i>.,v for any ordered pair >.. ~ v,
(vii) there is a finite surjective morphism i ZA
i>. = i!z.>.., the restriction of ito Z>.,

-+

Z such that
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(viii) if there is a reduced scheme Y (locally of finite type) with closed
immersions ]>. : Z>. ---t Y, and a finite surjective morphism
j: ZA ---t Y such that J>. = J1z,., ]>. = Jv o iv,>. for .A:::; v, then
there is a morphism h : Z ---t Y such that h o i = j.
3.2.

An example of an amalgamation

Let A = {¢,a, b, c} be an ordered set with ¢ < a< b, ¢ < a < c. We
note that b and c are maximal in A. Let Za = Spec k, Zb = Spec k[x],
Zc =Spec k[y, z]. We define
ia,b: Za

~Spec

k[x]j(x)

c

Zb,

ia,c: Za ~Spec k[y, z]j(y, z) C Zc.

Let Z = Spec k[x, y, z]j(xy, xz). Then Z is an amalgamation of
(ZA, h). In fact, there is an exact sequence
0

---t

Oz

---t

Ozb EB Ozc ---t
Oza
(! , g) t---t[b: a]f + [c: a]g.

We infer from this exact sequence that Z is an amalgamation of
(ZA, h), as we will see soon in the proof of Theorem 3.3.
Theorem 3.3. There exists an amalgamation Z of(ZA,h). Moreover if Z>. is normal for any .A, then Z is seminormal, that is, any finite
bijective morphism f : ·W ---t Z with W reduced is an isomorphism.

Proof. Let Zmax be the disjoint union of all Zp, for J.L maximal. Let
Zmax2 be the disjoint union of Z >.nv for all pairs .A f. v both maximal.
Now we define an equivalence relation = on Zmax as follows. For
p E Zp,, p' E Zv, we define p
p' if one of the following equivalent
conditions is satisfied:

=

(s) there exists q E Z>. such that p = ip,nv,v(q) and p' = ip,nv,p,(q),
(t) there exists q E Z>. for some .A :::; v n J.L such that p = i>.,v(q)
and p' = i>.,p,(q).
Let ztop be the quotient space of Zmax by the equivalence relation
-· Thus there is a finite-to-one continuous map tmax : Zmax ---t ztop.
And there is a finite morphism imax2 : Zmax2 ---t Zmax such that for any
pair .A f. v both maximal

is the disjoint union of i>.,>.nv and iv,>.nv· It is obvious that tmax(p) =
tmax(P') E ztop iff either p = p' E Zmax or 3 q E Zmax2 such that
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tmax(P)

= tmax(P') = tmax(imax2(q)) E ztop. Thus Z>-. is set-theoretically
a subset of ztop .
It remains to define a scheme structure of ztop. For this purpose,
we define a sheaf homomorphism i;;_,ax2 : Ozmax -+ Ozmax 2 by

EB (a>-.)

EB

f---t

)..:max

([A: An v]i~,>-.nva>-.

+ [v: An v]i~,>-.nvav)·

).. o1 v
both max

We define Oz to be the kernel of i*max2 : Ozmax -+ Ozmax 2 • Then
Oz inherits a natural algebra structure from Ozmax, which defines a
scheme Z of locally of finite type by Z = Spec (Oz) with its underlying
topological space ztop .
Next we show that there is a natural closed immersion i>-. of Z>-.
into Z such that the underlying continuous map i~op of i>-. coincides
with (tmax)Jz.x for any maximal A. Let A>-. be the subset of A consisting
of all maximal v E A with A :::; v. There is a natural epimorphism
i~ v : Ozv -+ Oz.x for any v E A>-.. Suppose EB (av) E Oz. Then
'

vEA.x
for any maximal v and fJ because A:::; fJ n v. Hence
we define i~: Oz-+ Oz.x by i~( EB (av)) = i~ v(av), independent of v.
vEA.x
'
Thus i~ is a well-defined epimorphism, which induces a closed immersion
of z).. into z.
Suppose that there is a reduced scheme Y (locally of finite type)
with closed immersions]>-. : Z>-. -+ Y, and a finite surjective morphism
j : ZA -+ Y such that such that J>-. = JJZ.x, ]>-. = Jv o iv,>-. for A :::; v.
Let Jmax = JJZmax. Then we have a sequence of k-modules
i~,v(av) = i~,J.L(aJ.L)

such that i;;_,ax2j;,ax = 0. Hence j;,ax induces a homomorphism of Oy
into Oz, which defines a morphism h : Z -+ Y as desired. We note
that an amalgamation is unique locally, hence local amalgamations are
patched together globally to define a global amalgamation.
Finally we prove that Z is seminormal if Z >-. is normal for any A E A.
Suppose that there is a finite bijective morphism f : W -+ Z with W
reduced. Then we define W>-. := f- 1 (i>-.(Z>-.)). Since fJW.x : W>-. -+
i>-.(Z>-.) c::' Z>-. is finite bijective and Z>-. is normal, we see that fJw>- is
an isomorphism, w).. c::' z)... It follows that there is a finite morphism
g : ZA -+ W such that gJz.x = UJwJ- 1 o i>-.. Then g is surjective
because f is bijective, and g satisfies the condition (viii). Since Z is an
amalgamation of ZA, there is a surjective morphism h : Z -+ W such
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that hoi= g. It is obvious that foh = idz. Hence W
that Z is seminormal.

~

z.

3.4. The coordinates of Po and Qo
Let k(ry) be the fraction field of R as before, and
subalgebra of k(ry)[X]['/9] defined in Section 2.6

R :=

This proves
Q.E.D.

R the

graded

R[a(x)w"''l9;x EX]= R[~x'l9;x EX],

where ~"' := sB(:z:,:z:)/2+r(:z:)f 2 w"'. Let Q := Proj(R), P the normalization
of Q and By the action of Yon both Q and P defined in Section 2.6.
We always assume that dA(a(u)) E Hom(X, Z) for any u E Del(P0 ),
where dA(a)(x) = B(a, x) + r(x)/2. Hence Po is reduced.
We set
~x,c: = ~:z:+c/~c = SB(:z:,:z:)/2+B(:z:,c)+r(:z:)/ 2 w"'

(:z:,c : = SB(a(a),x)+r(x)f2wx

(Vx),

(x E C(O, -c + u)),

where u E Del(c) stands for a Delaunay g-cell with c E u.

Lemma 3.5. ([18, Theorem 5.7]) Let (Qo, Co) be the closed fiber of

(Q, C) and ~x,c := ~:z:,c 0 k(O) the restriction to Qo. Then
(1)

(2)

So(c) := k(O)[~:z:,c; x EX] is a k(O)-algebra of finite type,

Oo is covered with affine k(O)-schemes of finite type
Wo(c) :=Spec k(O)[~x,c; x EX]

(c EX).

Lemma 3.6. ([18, Theorem 4.9]) Let (Po, Co) be the closed fiber of
(P, C) and (x,c := (:z:,c 0 k(O) the restriction to Po. Then
(1) Ro(c) := k(O)[(x,c;x EX] is a k(O)-algebra of finite type,
(2) Let Xi EX. If Xi E C(O, -c+u) for one and the same Delaunay
cell u E Del(c) (resp. otherwise), then

(3)

Po is covered with affine k(O)-schemes of finite type
Uo(c) :=Spec k(O)[(:z:,c; x EX]

(4)

(c EX),

let O(u) be a torus stratum of Po in Theorem 2.9, and O(u)
its closure in Po. If u E Del( c), then
r(O(u) n Uo(c), OO(a)nUo(c)) ~ k(O)[(:z:,c; X E C(O, -c + u) n X],
which is the semigroup ring ofC(O,-c+u) nX.
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Lemma 3. 7. For cr E Del( c), let Semi( -c + cr) be the subsemigroup
of X generated by (-c + cr) n X. Then
(1) defining O(cr, (Qo)red) := (vo)red(O(cr)) for any Delaunay cell
cr, r(Oo(o-,(Qo)red)nVo(c)) is the semigroup ring of Semi( -c+cr),
where Vo(c) = (Wo(c))red,
(2) r(OO(o-)nUo(c)) is the semigroup ring ofC(O, -c+cr)nX, where
the semigroup C(O, -c+cr)nX is the saturation of Semi( -c+cr)
in X, that is, the subset of X consisting of all a E X such that
na E Semi( -c + cr) for some positive integer n,
(3) In particular, the subscheme O(a1 of Po is uniquely determined
by the subscheme O(cr, (Qo)red) of (Qo)red,
(4) ifT c cr, T, cr E Del( c), the natural immersion io-,T: O(T, Qo) c
O(cr, Qo) induces a unique immersion La-, 7 : O(T) C O(cr)
through the saturation of semigroups.

Proof. It suffices to prove the assertions for c = 0. Let T 0 (c) be the
residue ring of S 0 (c) by the nilradical of S 0 (c). In view of [18, Lemma 5.5]
T0 (0) is generated by ~x, and
A:= r(OO(o-,(Qo)red)nVo(O)) = k(O)[~x; X E cr],
where cr E Del(O). It is not normal in general because the semi-group
C(O, cr) n X is not generated by cr n X as a semi-group.
We recall that Q 0 determines a unique Delaunay decomposition
Del := Del( Q0 ), hence the set Del(O) of Delaunay cells containing 0,
though it does not determine the bilinear form B uniquely. Let cr E
Del(O), and let Semi(C(O, cr)) be the semigroup of C(O, cr) n X, Semi(cr)
the subsemigroup of C(O, cr)nX generated by crnX. Let no- = [C(O, cr))n
X: Semi(cr)].
By Lemmas 3.5, A is generated over k(O) by ~b,o, (bE ern X), while
B := r(Oo(o-)nUo(O)) is generated over k(O) by (b,o, (bE C(O,cr) n X).
Since ~b,o = (b,o and (nb,O = (T;0 forb E cr n X, A is generated over k(O)
by (b,o, (bE Semi(cr)). Hence A is the semigroup ring of Semi(cr), while
B is the semigroup ring of C(O, cr) n X. The intersection C(O, cr) n X
is the subset of X consisting of all a E X such that no-a E Semi(cr).
It follows that r(O(cr) n U0 (0)) is isomorphic to the semigroup ring of
C(O,cr) nX, where C(O,cr) nX is the saturation ofSemi(cr) in X.
This proves (2). The assertions (3) and (4) are obvious.
Q.E.D.
Theorem 3.8. Assume emin(K) ~ 2. Then Po is an amalgamation
of closed orbits 0( cr) (cr mod Y), each 0( cr) being a torus embedding
associated with the X -saturation of ern X, where the image of 0( cr) in Q 0
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with reduced structure is the toric variety associated with the semigroup
ring of an X.
Proof.

In view of [18, Theorem 3.9] we have an exact sequence

where ai E Del(i) mod Y. Since emin(K) ~ 2, tu is a closed immersion
of O(a) into P0 . We note that ta is always a closed immersion into Po.
Hence P0 is an amalgamation of O(a) for all a E Del(Q0 ) mod Y by the
proof of Theorem 3.3.
Q.E.D.
Corollary 3.9. The scheme Po is uniquely determined by the reduced scheme (Qo)red.
Proof. The stratification of Po by 0( a) for all a E Del mod Y is
uniquely determined by (Qo)red by Lemma 3.7. Since P0 is an amalgamation of O(a) mod Y (a E Del), it is uniquely determined by (Qo)red·
Q.E.D.

§4.

Level-G(K) structures
Let (N be a primitive N-th root of unity and 0 := Z[(N, 1/N].

4.1. The group schemes G(K) and Q(K)
Let H be a finite abelian group such that emax(H) = N, the maximal order of elements in H, is equal to N. Now we regard H as a
constant finite abelian group 0-scheme. Let Hv := Homo(H, Gm,o)
be the Cartier dual of H. We set K := K(H) =HEEl Hv and define a
bimultiplicative (or simply a bilinear) form eK : K x K-+ Gm,o by

where z, w E H, a, (3 E Hv. We note that H is a maximally isotropic
subgroup of K, unique up to isomorphism.
Let /1N :=Spec O[x]j(xN -1) be the group scheme of all N-th roots
of unity. We define group 0-schemes Q(K) and G(K) by
Q(K) := {(a,z,a);a E Gm,o,z E H,a E Hv},
G(K) := {(a,z,a);a E J1N,z E H,a E Hv}

endowed with group scheme structure
(a, z, a)· (b, w, (3) = (ab(J(z), z

+ w, a+ (3).
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We denote the natural projections of Q(K) to K, and of G(K) to
K by the same letter PK· Let V(K) be the group algebra O[Hv) of Hv
over 0 (equivalently, a free 0-module generated by Hv), and an 0-basis
v(x) (x E Hv) of V(K). Hence they are subject to the relation

v(x + x') = v(x)v(x')
for any x, x' E Hv.
We define an action U(K) of G(K) and Q(K) on V(K) by

U(K)(a, z, a)(v(x))

= ax(z)v(x +a)

where a E Jl-M or a E Gm,o, z E Hand a E Hv.

Lemma 4.2. Let k be an algebraically closed field, let K be a symplectic group with eK symplectic form. Suppose that the characteristic
of k is prime to the order of K. Then there exists a polarized abelian
variety (A, L) over k such that G(A, L) 0 k-::=. G(K) 0 k.

Proof. First we take a prinicipally polarized abelian variety (A, L)
over k. Let N = emax(K) as before. Then K(A, LN) -::=. (Z/NZ) 2Y. Let
eN be the symplectic form (the Weil pairing) of K(A, LN). Let I be a
maximally isotropic subgroup of K(A, LN), namely, a maximal subgroup
of K(A, LN) which is totally isotropic with respect to eN. We note that
K(A, LN) -::=. I EB Iv, and that eN is just the alternating bilinear form
euf!Iv in Section 4.1. We also choose a maximally isotropic subgroup
I(K) of K with respect to eK by the definition in Section 4.1 so that
K -::=. I (K) EB I (K) v. It follows that there is an epimorphism s : I ---> I (K)
such that eK(s(a), b) = eN(a, sv (b)) for \Ia E I and Vb E I(K)v, where
sv is the adjoint of s. Let J = Ker (s). Let B =A/ J and f : A---> B
the natural morphism. Since J is also a totally isotropic subgroup of
K(A, LN), we have a descent M of LN to B by [13, p. 291, Proposition 1),
in other words, a line bundle M on B such that LN = f*(M).
Then we shall show that G (B, M) -::=. G (K) 0 k and that K (B, M) -::=.
K 0 k. In fact, we choose a subgroup J of G(A, LN) isomorphic to J.
Let G(A, LN)* be the centralizer of J in G(A, LN). Then we see that
there is an exact sequence
1 - /-lN - G(A, LN)* - I EB Jj_ ---> 0,
where Jj_ is the maximal subgroup of Iv orthogonal to J. Since 0 --->
I(K)v---> Iv---> Jv---> 0 is exact, we have Jj_-::=. I(K)v. Hence by applying [13, p. 291, Proposition 2) to our situation, G(B, M) -::=. G(A, LN)* / J.
Thus G(B, M) is a unique central extension of (I EB I(K)v)j(J EB 0) -::=.
I(K)EBI(K)v-::=. K by /-lN· Hence G(B, M)-::=. G(K)0k and K(B, M)-::=.
K 0 k .
Q.E.D.
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4.3. G(K)-modules of weight one
Let R be any commutative 0-algebra. Then any G(K) 0 R-module
V is called of weight one if every a E /-LN C G(K) 0 R acts on V as
scalar multiplication a · idv. In this case, we also say that the action of
G(K) on Vis of weight one.
Lemma 4.4. Let 0 := Z[(N, 1/N] and R any commutative 0algebra. Let H be a finite abelian group with emax (H) = N, Hv the
(Cartier-) dual of H and K = H EB Hv. Then V (K) 0 R is an irreducible
G(K)-module of weight one, unique up to equivalence. If V is an R-free
G(K)-module of weight one of finite rank, then V is G(K)-equivalent to
V(O) 0 V(K) 0 R where V(O) := { v E V; h · v = 0 ('v'h E H)} is regarded
as an R-module with trivial G(K)-action.
Proof. We prove the lemma in the standard way. The point is that
we can prove it over R without assuming R is a field. In what follows,
we denote the G(K)-action as follows: G(K) x V 3 (g, v) f----+ g · v E V.
Since emax(H) = N, any character X of H has values in JLN, the
group of N-th roots of unity, hence in the ring R. Now we recall

L

(1)

x(h)

if h

= {IHI

if h =T 1

O

xEHv

First we prove

v=

E9

= 1

V(x)

xEHV

where V(x) := { v E V; h · v = x(h)v ('v'h E H)} is the eigenspace of V
with character X· To prove it, for v E V, we define

Vx

=

1 ""'
THT
~ x(h) -1 (h. v),
hEH

where we note Vx

h · vx

E
=

V because

l~l

1/IHI E R.

L x(h')-

1 (hh'

We see Vx

E

V(x) because

· w)

h'EH

=

l~l x(h) LX(hh')- 1 (hh' · w) = x(h)vx.
hEH

Moreover we see by (1)
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which shows V c ExEHv V(x).
It remains to prove V = EBxEHv V(x). For this purpose, we suffice
to prove that if ExEHv Wx = 0 for Wx E V(x), then Wx = 0 for any
X E HV. In fact, since h . Wx = x(h)wx for any h E H, we have
ExEHvX(h)wx = h · ExEHvWx = 0. It follows from (1) that

Hence Wx = 0, whence V = EBxEHv V(x).
Next we prove that if V "# 0, then V(O) =/= 0. In fact, if V =/= 0,
then V(x) =/= 0 for some x E Hv. By definition of G(K), if z E H,then
(1, z, 0) E G(K). Let wE V(x), w =!= 0 and set w0 = (1, 0, -x) ·w. Then
we see 0 =/= Wo E V(O). In fact, we check (1, z, 0) · wo = wo as follows:

(1, z, 0) · wo = (1, z, 0)(1, o, -x) · w
=

x(z)- 1 (1, o, -x)(1, z, O) · w

= x(z)- 1 (1, 0, -x) · X(z)w = Wo.
Thus we see V(O) =/= 0. Now we prove V ~ V(O) ®R V(K) ® R
as G(K) ® R-modules. First we define v(x, w) = (1, 0, x) · w for any
wE V(O). Then we see

(1, z, 0) · v(x, w) = x(z)v(x, w),
( 1, 0, a) · v(x, w) = (1, 0, x + a) · w = v(x + a, w),
(a, z, a) · v(x, w) = (1, 0, a)(1, z, 0)(1, 0, x)(a, 0, 0) · w
= a(1, 0, x + a)x(z)(1, z, 0) · w
= ax(z)v(x +a, w).
Let F(v(x, w)) = w ® v(x) for w E V(O) and x E Hv. Then
F is a G(K)-isomorphism of V onto V(O) ®R (V(K) ® R) with V(O)
regarded as an R-module with trivial G(K)-action. This proves V ~
V(O) ®R (V(K) ® R) as G(K)-modules.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 4.5. (Schur's lemma) Let R be a commutative 0-algebra.
(1) Let V1 and V2 be two R-free irreducible G(K)-modules of finite
rank of weight one. Assume f : V1 -+ V2 and g : V1 -+ V2 to be
G(K)-isomorphisms. Then there exists a constant c such that
f = cg,
(2) Let V be an R-free G(K)-module of finite rank of weight orie.
Assume f : V -+ V to be a G(K)-isomorphism. Then there
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exists a G(K)-trivial module W of finite rank and g E GL(W 0
R) such that V = W 0 V(K) 0 Rand f = g 0 idv(K)·
Proof. We prove (1) in the standard way. The point is that we can
prove it over R without assuming that R is a field.
In view of Lemma 4.4, Vi ~ V2 ~ V(K)0R by the assumption of (1).
Thus we choose an CJ-basis v(x) of V(K). Let F : V(K)0R--+ V(K)0R
be a G(K)-isomorphism. We show that F is a scalar multiplication. In
fact, since F is G(K)-equivariant,
(a, z, a)· F(v(x)) = F((a, z, a)· v(x))

= F(ax(z)v(x +a))
=

ax(z)F(v(x +a)),

whence, in particular, (1, z, 0) · F(v(x)) = x(z)F(v(x)). This shows that
F(v(x)) = cxv(x) for some ex. Since v(x) = (1, 0, x) · v(O), we have
F( v(x))

= F( (1, 0, x) · v(O))
=

(1,0,x) ·F(v(O))

=

(1, o, x) · cov(O)

= eov(x),

whence ex= eo for any x E Hv. It follows F =co· id. This proves (1).
(2) is an immediate corollary to Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5 (1).
Q.E.D.
4.6. The finite Heisenberg group scheme G(P, £)
Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring, k(O) = R/ I and 8
Spec R. Let (P, £) a TSQAS over 8.

=

The first assumption. In what follows, we always assume that
the order of K(P, £) and the characteristic of k(O) are coprime.

In other words, we consider only good primes. See Section 5.1 for
the second assumption.
The group scheme K(P, £) is a reduced flat finite group 8-scheme,
etale over 8. Hence by taking a finite cover of 8 if necessary, we
may assume by [18, Lemma 7.4] that (K(P, £), e~) ~ (Ks, eK,s) and
g(P, £) ~ g(K)s for a suitable K, where G(K)s is the unique subgroup
scheme of g(K) mapped onto K such that G(K)s n Gm,s = f.J-N,S·
Thus by taking a finite cover of 8 if necessary, we may assume
g(P, £) ~ g(K)s. So we suppose g(P, £) ~ g(K)s.
We define the (finite) Heisenberg group scheme G(P, £) of (P, £) to
be the unique subgroup scheme of g(P, £) mapped isomorphically onto
G(K)s. Similarly we define G(P0 , £ 0 ) = G(P, £) 0 k(O).
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Thus Q(P, .C) ~ Q(K)s and G(P, .C) ~ G(K)s by taking a finite
cover of S, hence by taking a finite extension of k(O).

4. 7. Reformulation via the action of G(K)s
We reformulate Section 4.6 via the action of G(K)s. Via the isomorphism G(P, .C) ~ G(K)s, for any S-scheme T, we have

G(P, .C)(T) = {(x(g), ¢ 9 ); g E G(K)(T)}
satisfying the following conditions:
(i) x(g) E K(P, .C)(T), and
(ii) ¢ 9 : LpT ---" r;(g) (.CpT) is an isomorphism on Pr,
(iii) ¢9h = r;(h)¢ 9 o ¢h for any g, hE G(K)(T).
Since ¢ 9 is fiberwise a (linear) isomorphism, it is multiplication by
some invertible element ¢ 9 (z), whence we may write ¢ 9 (z, ~) = ¢ 9 (z)~
with fiber coordinate ~ E Lz.
In general, we replace Tx(g) with a transformation T9 of P labeled
by g, which may not be translation by x(g). And with Tx(g) so understood as T9 , we say in general that (P, .C) is G(K)s-linearized if the
conditions (ii) and (iii) are satisfied. See [17, pp. 30~31]. There are
G(K)s-linearized smooth cubic curves such that T 9 is not a translation
by any x E K(P, .C) when K = (Z/3Z)EB 2 . See [18, pp. 711~712].
Hence G(P, .C) ~ G(K)s if and only if (P, .C) is G(K)s-linearized
and x(g) E K (P, .C) C G~. It follows that the set {¢(lEBhEBO); h E H}
is a descent data for .C, where we note that H is a maximally isotropic
subgroup of K = K(H) in Section 4.1.
We note that x : G(K)(T) ---" K(P, .C)(T) is a homomorphism, so
that x(1) = 0 and x(g~ 1 ) = -x(g). Since we have isomorphisms

we see

(x(gh), ¢gh) = (x(g)

+ x(h), r:(h)¢9

0

¢h)

= (x(g), ¢9) · (x(h), ¢h)·
Thus we can also reformulate the above as follows. Suppose that
~ G(P, .C)s. For any S-scheme T, we have

G(K)s

G(P,.C)(T) = {(x(g),¢ 9);g

E

G(K)(T)}

satisfying the conditions (i)(ii)(iii) if and only if
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(iv) we are given a commutative diagram of G(K)s-actions:

G(K)s
id xpc

xC

1

G(K)sxP ~ P,
where P.c : C ---+ Pis the natural projection, and the actions
Ep and ap of G(K)s in (iv) are explicitly given as follows:

Ep(h, z, ~) = (Tx(h)(z), <f>h(z) · ~),

ap(h, z) = Tx(h)(z),

where h E G(K)(T), x(h) E K(P, C)(T), z E P(T), and the
fiber-coordinate~ E

Cz(T).

The condition (iii) is translated into the composition rule:

g · (h · (z, ~)) = g · (Tx(h)(z), </>h(z) · ~)
= (Tx(g)(Tx(h)(z)), ¢ 9 (Tx(h)(z))cfJh(z) · ~)
= (Tx(gh)(z), (T;(h)¢ 9 • ¢h)(z) · ~)
= (Tx(gh) (z), ¢ 9 h(z) · ~) = (gh) · (z, ~).
This shows that the existence of a G(K)-linearization on Cis equivalent to the existence of compatible G(K)-actions on both P and C.
This is true in general, not only for (P, C). We also note that any G(K)linearization on Cis restated as an isomorphism G(K) x C ~ ap* C. See
Section 4.12.
We define the action p.c of G(K)(T) on r(Pr, CpT) as in Remark 2.13.
For any T-valued point g of G(K)(T), T any k(ry)-scheme,

(2)
where () E r(Pr, CpT). We easily see p.c(gh) = p.c(g)p.c(h). In what
follows, if there is no fear of confusion, we denote p.c by p for simplicity.
Consider the case T =Spec k(O).

4

Theorem 4.8. Let k = k(O). Suppose (K(Po, Co), 0 ) ~ (K, eK),
and the order of K(Po, Co) and the characteristic of k are ;oprime. Then
p ® k : G(K) ® k ---+ GL(r(Po, Co)) is an irreducible representation of
G(K) ® k of weight one, hence r(Po, Co) is equivalent to V(K) ® k as a
G(K) ® k-module.

Proof. By (18, Theorem 4.10], dimk r(Po, Co)= dimk V(K)®k. By
Lemma 4.4, r(Po, Co)~ V(K)®k. See also (20, Theorem 5.18]. Q.E.D.
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We call p : G(K)s --+ GL(f(P, .C)) the Schrodinger representation
ofG(K)s. It is obvious that we have a natural counterpart for Q(K) 8 .
We also call p : G(K) ® k(O) --+ GL(f(P0 , £ 0 )) the Schrodinger
representation of G(K) ® k(O).
Lemma 4.9. Let 0 be any commutative algebra, and G a finite
reduced fiat group 0-scheme. Let Z be a positive-dimensional 0-fiat
projective scheme. L an ample G-linearized line bundle on Z. Then for
any point z E Z, there exists a G-invariant open affine 0-subscheme U
of Z such that z E U and L is trivial on U.

Proof. We may assume that G is a constant group 0-scheme by
taking an open affine covering of Spec ( 0) fine enough if necessary. We
choose a coprime pair of positive integers a and b such that
(i) La and Lb are both very ample,
(ii) h 0 (Z, La) 2': N + 1 and h 0 (Z, Lb) 2': N + 1, where N = 101.
Then we have projective embeddings ¢k : Z --+ P(Vk) where Vk =
H 0 (Z, Lk) (k =a, b) are both 0-finite 0-fl.at modules. We may assume
that vk are 0-free by shrinking Spec (0) if necessary. Let XE z and G·x
the C-orbit of x. Since IG·xl ::; N, we can find a hyperplane H' ofP(Va)
defined over 0 such that H' n (G · x) is empty. Let f' E Va be a defining
equation of the hyperplane section H' n Z, and U' := {z E Z; f' # 0}.
Then U' is the inverse image of the complement of H' in P(Va), whence
La is trivial on U'. Let F' = TigEG g*(f') and V' := {z E Z; F'(z) # 0}.
Then F' is G-invariant, and V' C U'. Therefore V' is a G-invariant
affine open 0-subscheme of Z on which La is trivial.
Similarly we choose a hyperplane H" of P(Va) defined over 0 such
that H" n (G · x) is empty. We let f" E Vi, be a defining equation of
H" n Z, F" = f1gEG g*(f'), U" := {z E Z; f"(z) # 0}, and V" := {z E
Z; F"(z) # 0}. Then V" is also a G-invariant affine open 0-subscheme
of Z on which Lb is trivial. Let V := V' n V". It is clear that x E V.
Then Vis a G-invariant affine open subset of Z such that both La and
Lb are trivial. Choosing a suitable pair of integers s and t such that
as+ bt = 1, we have L = (La) 8 (Lb)t, whence Lis trivial on V. This
proves the lemma.
Q.E.D.
Remark 4.10. We note that if 0 is a field, then Lemma 4.9 is
true for any finite group scheme G. In fact, for a given point x E Z,
we first apply Lemma 4.9 to Gred, the reduced part of G, to find a
Gred~invariant affine subscheme U of Z containing x. Let 0° be the
connected component of the identity of G. Since 0° acts trivially on
Zred, any Zariski open subset of Z is 0°-invariant. Hence U is also
G-invariant.
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4.11. The G-linearization in down-to-earth terms
Let 0 be any commutative algebra, and G a finite reduced flat group
0-scheme. Let Z be a positive-dimensional 0-flat projective scheme.
Let m: G xo G--+ G be the multiplication of G, and a: G xo Z--+ Z
an action of G on Z. Let L be an ample G-linearized line bundle on Z.
The action a satisfies the condition:

(3)

a(m x idz)

= a(ida xa).

Now we shall give an alternative description of the G-linearization
of (Z, L) by using a nice open affine covering of Z. By Lemma 4.9, we
can choose an affine open covering Uj := Spec (Rj) (j E J) of Z such
that each Uj is G-invariant and the restriction of L is trivial on each Uj.
The induced bundles a* L, (resp. (ida xa)*a*(L), (m x idz)*a*(L))
are all trivial on G xo Uj (resp. G xo G xo Uj or G xo G x Uj) with
the same fiber-coordinate as Lui. Let (j be a fiber-coordinate of Lui.
Now we assume that G is a constant finite group 0-scheme. Since
G is affine, let Aa := r(G, Oa) be the Hopf algebra of G. Then the
isomorphism 11! : p2L --+ a*(L) over Uj is multiplication by a unit
'1/JJ(g,x) E (Aa ®o Rj)x at (g,x) E G xo Uj. Let Ajk(x) be the onecocycle defining L. Then a*(L) is defined by the one-cocycle a* Ajk(x).
Hence 11!: p2L--+ a*(L) over UJ and Uk are related by

Now we write down the isomorphism over G xo G xo Uj:
P3P2L(~

(ida xa)*p2L)

This is written on G

Xo

~(ida

xa)*a* L.

G Xo Z in two ways via (3):

(g,h,x,(j)

f-.-+

(g,h,x,'l/JJ(gh,x)(,J),

(g,h,x,(j)

f---+

(g,h,x,'l/Jj(g,hx)'l/Jj(h,x)(,j),

from which we infer Section 4.7 (iii) (compare also Section 4.12 (5))
'1/JJ(gh, x)

= '1/JJ(g, hx)'l/Jj(h, x).

4.12. The G(K)-action on P(V(K))
Let P(V(K)) be the projective space parametrizing one dimensional
quotients of V(K), L(V(K)) the hyperplane bundle of it, and GL =
GL(V(K)). For brevity, we denote P(V(K)) and L(V(K)) by P and L
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if no confusion is possible. Let Sym(V(K)) be the symmetric algebra of
V(K) over 0. Then as 0-schemes,
P = Proj(Sym(V(K))),

An+l

=Spec (Sym(V(K)),

where n + 1 = ranko V(K). The dual bundle L v of L is the blowing-up
of An+l at the origin as an 0-scheme. The action of GL on V(K) thus
induces an action on L v, hence actions S and s on L and P. We have
a commutative diagram
GL xL
id XPL

------t

s

1

L
lPL

GLxP ~ P,
such that s*L ~ p2L = GL xL where P2 is the second projection of
GL xP. The isomorphism \[T: GL xL-> s*L can be given by
n

w*s*(Xi) = L:>i(aiJ) 0 P2(XJ)
i=O

using the standard coordinates aij of GL and Xj of P as in [17, pp. 3233]. Thus (P,L) is GL-linearized ([17, p. 30]). The GL-linearization
{(S9 ,'1,b9 )} ofL is explicitly given by
s;(Xj) = s*(XJ)IgxP,

where j = 1, ... , n

+ 1.

Moreover

\[T

'l,bg = \[TigxL'

and S are related by

We also have a commutative diagram
GL x GL xL

------t

GLxL

------t

idxS

GL xL

(4)

s

L,

where m is the multiplication of GL, and p 2 is the second projection.
The commutativity of (4) implies that 'l,b9 is a GL-linearization on L :
(5)
p

S~'l,b 9

o 'l,bh = 'l,b9 h for any g, h E GL.

Suppose we are given an irreducible representation of weight one
G(K) -> GL, where we do not assume p = U(K). Then (P,L)
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is G(K)-linearized. In fact, by fiber-product, we infer a commutative
diagram of G(K)-actions:

G(K) XL

(6)

id XPL

1

G(K)xP ~ P,
so that a*L

~

G(K) x L.

4.13. A G(K)-linearization induces a G(K)-morphism
We come back to the situation of Section 4.7 and Section 4.12. We
assume we are given a G(K)-linearization on (P, C). To be more precise,
we assume an isomorphism T: G(K)s ~ G(P, C) for an affine 0-scheme
S, which was functorially given by

r(g) = (x(g), ¢ 9 )

E

G(P, C)(T)

for g E G(K)(T) and any S-scheme T. Hence by Section 4.7 and
Section 4.12, we have an isomorphism T : G(K)s x C -+ aj,C where
ap : G(K)s x P -+ P is the action of G(K) on P.
Let ¢ : P -+ Ps = P(V(K))s be the rational map defined by the
linear system r(P, C). Suppose¢ to be an 8-morphism. Then we have
a r(Os)-isomorphism
¢* : r(Ps, Ls) = V(K)

Q9

r(Os)-+ r(P, C),

which enables us to define, with the help of p.c, a homomorphism p(¢) :
G(K)s-+ GL(V(K))s:

(7)

p(¢)(g)(B): = ad((¢*)- 1 )(p.c(g))(B) := (¢*)- 1 o p.c(g) o ¢*(0),

where g E G(K)(S), () E V(K) ®r(Os). Recall that a G(K)s-action p.c
on r(P,C) was given by p.c(g)(B) = T:'._x(g)(¢9 (0)) for() E r(P,C).
Then we shall show that¢ induces a unique pair of compatible G(K)morphisms (¢, <P) : (P, C) -+ (P s, Ls) such that p( ¢) coincides with
PL : G(K)s -+ GL(V(K))s. In fact, for a given p = p(¢) : G(K)s -+
GL(V(K))s, we have a G(K)-linearization ofL, that is, an isomorphism
WIG(K)xL : G(K) x L-+ s*L by Section 4.12. In other words, we have
a commutative diagram (6) with
n

w*s*(Xi) = LPi(aii) ®p;(xi)·
i=O
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This also gives an action of G(K) on P which makes cjJ a G(K)morphism, that is, cjJ(Tx(g) · z) = Sp(g) · cjJ(z) for any g E G(K)s. Since
£ = c/J*L, we have a natural (unique) morphism <P : £ ---+ L which
is compatible with cjJ : P ---+ P. Hence we have a G(K) 8 -equivariant
Cartesian diagram

p ____j_____. p.
Therefore we have an isomorphism
(idc(K) x<P)*wiG(K)xL: G(K) x £---+ T*(£)
by T =so (idc(K) xcjJ) on G(K) x P, which coincides with the given T.
Thus we have by Section 4.12 compatible G(K)-linearizations of£
and L. Hence we have a subgroup scheme of Aut(Ls/Ps)
{(Sp(g),1/Jp(g));1/Jp(g): L ~ s;(g)(L),g E G(K)s}

with Sp(g) = O"J{p(g)}xPs E Aut(Ps) and 1/Jp(g)
subject to the compatibility condition
(8)

c/J 9

= c/J*t/Jp(g)

:c

= c/J*L ~

= WJ{p(g)}xPs, which are

c/J*(s;(g)L)

= r;(g)c,

because cjJ o Tx(g) = Sp(g) o cjJ by the G(K) ® k-equivariance of c/J.
Since£~ c/J*L, we can define a G(K)s-action on Land a morphism
<P : £ ---+ L as follows:
G(K)s x L 3 (g,w,~) ~----+ (Sp(g)(w),t/Jp(g)(w)(~)),
<P(z,~) = (c/J(z),~),

(z,~)

E £,

(w,~)

E L.

Since the G(K)-linearizations and G(K)-actions of £ and L are
compatible, c/J*: f(P,L)---+ f(P,£) is a G(K) 8 -homomorphism. In
fact, applying (2) to (P, L), we define
pL(g)(fJ) := s;(g-1)(1/Jp(gJ(fJ)),

fJ E f(P,L).

Then we prove p(g) := p(cjJ)(g) = pL(g) for g E G(K). In fact, as
c/J*(s;(g-1)) = T'!_x(g)cP* and c/J*t/Jp(g) = c/J9 , we see
c/J*(pL(g)(fJ))

= c/J*(s;(g-1)(1/Jp(gJ(fJ)))
= T'!_x(g)(c/J*('I/Jp(g)(fJ))) = T'!_x(g)(c/J*('I/Jp(gJ)(cjJ*fJ))
= T'!_x(g)(cPg(c/J*(fJ))) = pc(g)(cjJ*(fJ)),

which shows p(c/J)(g) = pL(g) by (7).
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§5.

The functor of TSQASes

Let (K, eK) be a finite symplectic abelian group, N = emax(K),
0 := ON = Z[(N, 1/N] and k any field over 0. We keep the first
assumption in Section 4.6.
5.1.

A TSQAS (Po, Co) of level K

Let (Z,L) be a pair of a g-dimensional scheme Z over k, and La
line bundle on Z over k, which we refer to simply as a pair in what
follows. Two pairs ( Z, L) and ( Z', L') are defined to be isomorphic over
k, if there is a k-isomorphism ¢ : Z -+ Z' such that ¢*(£') ~ L. A
pair ( Z, L) is called a torically stable quasi-abelian scheme over k if it
is isomorphic to the closed fiber (P0 , Co) of some (P, C) in Theorem 2.7
with k = k(O).
. A pair ( Z, L) is called a g-dimensional torically stable quasi-abelian
scheme of level Kover k, or a TSQAS of level K over kif
(i) (Z, L) is a g-dimensional torically stable quasi-abelian scheme
over k = k(O),
(ii) (K(Z, L ), e~ 0 ) ~ (K, eK) Q9 k as finite abelian group k-schemes
with bilinea~ forms.
See Definition 2.17 for the notation.
We note that (K(Z, L ), e~,o) is independent of the choice of (P, C)
with (Po, C0 ) ~ (Z, L ). In fact, in view of Lemma 2.19, Q(Z, L) is
uniquely determined by (Z, L), whose commutator form e~,o is therefore
uniquely determined by (Z, L).
The second assumption.

In what follows, assume emin(K) 2: 3.

Summarizing Section 4.7, Section 4.12 and Section 4.13, we infer
Theorem 5.2. Let (Z, L) beag-dimensional torically stable quasiabelian scheme of level K over k with emin(K) 2: 3. Suppose that the
order of K and the characteristic of k are coprime. Then

(1)

(2)
(3)

there is (P, C), projective fiat over S, such that (Po, Co) ~
( Z, L), and ( PTJ, CTJ) is a polarized abelian variety, where S =
Spec R, R is a complete discrete valuation ring with 7] a generic
point of S, and with residue field k(O) of R k,
G(P, £) ~ G(K)s, G(Z, L) = G(Po, Co) ~ G(K) 18! k, whence
C (resp. L) is G(K)s-linearized (resp. G(K) ® k-linearized),
Let ¢P : P -+ P(V(K))s (resp. ¢ : Z -+ P(V(K) 18! k)) be
the morphism associated with the linear system f(P, C) (resp.
f(Z,L)). We definep(¢P) := ad((¢'P)- 1 )p.c andp(¢) = p(¢p)Q9
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k with the help of Eq.(2}. Then ¢>P (resp. ¢>) is a G(K)smorphism (resp. a G(K) 0 k-morphism) with regards to the
G(K)s-action on P(V(K))s (resp. on P(V(K) 0 k)} induced
from p( ¢> p ),
We have a pair of compatible G(K)s-morphisms and a pair of
compatible G(K) 0 k-morphisms
(¢>p, ~P) : (P, C)--+ (P(V(K)) 8 , L(V(K)) 8 ),
(¢>, ~) : (Z, L)--+ (P(V(K) 0 k), L(V(K) 0 k)).

The second assumption implies in view of Theorem 2.22 that C 0 is
very ample on Qo, hence Co is ample on Po. Note that Co is not very
ample on Po in general, for instance, when Po is of type E 8 • See [20].

5.3. Level-G(K) structures over k
Let k be any field over 0 and ( Z, L) a TSQAS of level K over
k. The finite Heisenberg group scheme G(Z,L), a subgroup scheme of
Aut(L/Z), was given by

G(Z, L) = {r(g) = (x(g), ¢>9 ); g E G(K) 0 k}.
A level-G(K) structure (¢>,r) on (Z,L) is defined to be a pair of a
finite k-morphism ¢> : Z --+ P 0 k = P(V(K)) 0 k and a group scheme
isomorphism T: G(K) 0o k--+ G(Z,L) such that
(i) ¢>is a G(K)0k-morphism with regards tor, and¢>* : r(P, L)0
k = V(K) 0 k ~ r(z, L) as G(K)-modules.
In this situation, in view of Theorem 5.2, ¢>always becomes a G(K)0
k-morphism, that is, ¢>(Tx(g) · z) = Bp(<f>)(g) · ¢>(z) for any g E G(K) 0 k
and z E Z. See Theorem 5.2 for p(¢>). By Theorem 5.2, we always have a
pair of compatible G(K) 0k-morphisms (¢>, ~) : (Z, L)--+ (P, L). Hence
in view of Lemma 5.5, ¢>* is always a G(K) 0 k-homomorphism, namely,

PL(g)¢>*(0) = ¢>*pL(g)(O)

= ¢>*p(¢>)(g)(O).

For a given level-G(K) structure (¢>, r) we define

PL(g)(O):

= T~x(g)(¢>9 (0)),

g E G(K) 0 k,

p(¢>, r): = ad((¢>*)- 1 )PL: G(K) 0 k--+ GL(V(K) 0 k).
We note p( ¢>, T) = p( ¢>) with the notation in Theorem 5.2. Since
pL is injective, p( ¢>, T) is also an injective homomorphism. This is only
conjugate to U(K) 0 k by an element of GL(V(K) 0 k) by a lemma of
Schur, because we do not require p( ¢>, T) to be the same as U (K) 0 k.
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Let (¢, T) be a level-G(K) structure. Then (¢, T) is called a rigid
level-G(K) structure if
(ii) p(cp,T) = U(K) 0o k.
We use this linguistically more correct terminology following the
advices of Professors A. King and G. Sankaran, changing our previous
ones in [18]; level G(K)-structure and rigid G(K)-structure.
However, both to simplify the terminology and to compromise with
[18], in what follows, we call a rigid level-G(K) structure a rigid G(K)structure. We do so because the level-G(K) structure is a set of certain
structures on a polarized scheme with compatible G(K)-actions. In this
sense, a level-G(K) structure (resp. a PSQAS (P, ¢, T) with level-G(K)
structure) might be called simply .a G(K)-structure (resp. a G(K)triple ).
The given TSQAS (Z, L, ¢, T) with level-G(K) structure is denoted
simply (Z, ¢, T)LEV because L = ¢*(L) by (i). If (i) and (ii) are true, we
denote it by (Z, ¢, T)RIG·

5.4. Morphisms of level-G(K) structures over k
Let (Zi, Li, ¢i, Ti) be k-TSQASes with level-G(K) structure (i
1, 2). Let 'Tri : Li -+ Zi be the natural projection. Suppose that there
is a k-morphism f : Z 1 -+ Z2 such that L 1 c:::: f* L 2. Then there is a
k-isomorphism H = H(f) : L1 '::::: z1 Xz2 L2 = f* L2 as Zrschemes.
Then we define a k-morphism F = F(f) : L1 -+ Z1 x z 2 L2 -+ L2 as the
composite F(f) = p 2 o H(f), where p 2 is the second projection. We note
f 0 7r1 = 7r2 0 F(f). In fact, with L1 as z1 Xz2 L2 understood, we have
F(f)(z,~) = (f(z),~) E L2 for (z,~) E L1 so that f(z) = jon1(z,~) =
1r2 o

F(f)(z, ~).

With this preparation, for a pair of k-TSQASes (Zi,Li,¢i,Ti) with
level-G(K) structure, f : (Z1, L1, ¢1, T1) -+ (Z2, L2, ¢2, T2) is defined to
be a k-morphism of k- TSQASes with level-G(K) structure if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) f is a G(K) 0 k-morphism over k such that ¢ 1 = ¢ 2 o J,
(ii) F(f) is also a G(K) 0 k-morphism compatible with J, namely,

F(f) o T1 (g) = T2(g) o F(f)

for any g

E

G(K) 0 k.

Since Li c:::: ¢i(L), the condition ¢ 1 = ¢ 2 of in (i) implies L 1 c:::: f* L 2.
In terms of G(K)-linearizations ¢~of L 1 and¢~ of L 2, the conditions
(i) and (ii) are given explicitly as follows:
(iii) ¢1 =¢2oj,
(iv) f(Tx(g)(z)) = Ty(g)(f(z)),
(v) ¢~(z) = ¢~(f(z)), g E G(K) 0 k,
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where we understand a G(K)-linearization ¢~ (resp. ¢~) as multiplication by an invertible element ¢~(z) (resp. ¢~(z)). See Section 4.7
Let us suppose the cocycle conditions for ¢~ and ¢~ as follows:

'l'gh
"'' = T*x(h)'l'g
"'' · 'l'h'
"''

'l'gh
"'" = T*y(h)'l'g
"'" · 'l'h·
"'"

By (v) ¢~(z) = ¢~(/(z)), whence <P~(Tx(h)z) = <P~(f(Tx(h)z)). By (iv)
r;(h)</J~(z) = </J~(f(Tx(h)z)) = </J~(Ty(h)f(z)) = r;(h)</J~(f(z)). Hence
<P~h(z) = r;(h)<P~(z). <P~(z)
=

r;(h)<P;U(z)). <P~(f(z)) = <P;hU(z)),

which shows the compatibility of (v).
Lemma 5.5. Suppose that f : (Z~, L1, ¢~, 71) ---+ (Z2, £2, ¢2, 72) is
a k-morphism of k-TSQASes with level-G(K) structure. !hen we have

PLl(g)(f*O) = f*PL2(g)(O)
for any g E G(K) ® k and 0 E r(Z2, £2).
Proof.

By (iii) and (iv), we see

PL 1 (g)(f*O) : = (T~x(g)¢~)(!*0) := T~x(g)</J~(z)(T~x(g)J*O)
= <P~(T_x(g)(z))(T~x(g)J*O)

= <P;(f(T_x(g)(z)))(T~x(g)J*O) (by (v))
= <P;(T_y(g)(/(z)))(f*T~y(g)e)

(by (iv))

= f*T~y(g)<P;(z)(f*T~y(g)e)
= f*(T~y(g)<P;(z)(T~y(g)e))
=

f*PL2(g)(O).

This completes the proof.

Q.E.D.

5.6. Morphisms of level-G(K) structures
Let f : (Z1, L1, ¢1, 71) ---+ (Z2, £2, ¢2, 72) be a k-morphism of kTSQASes with level-G(K) structure. Those k-TSQASes (Zi, Li, </Ji, 7i)
are defined to be isomorphic as k-TSQASes with level-G(K) structure
if f is a k-isomorphism. In this case we write
(Z1, </J1, 71)LEV ~ (Z2, </J2, 72)LEV·

A pair of rigid G(K)-structures (Zi, </Ji, 7i) is defined to be isomorphic if
(Zi, </Ji, 7i)LEV are isomorphic.
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Lemma 5. 7. Let (Z, L) be a TSQAS with level-G(K) structure over
k. For any level-G(K) structure (¢,r) on (Z,L), there exists a unique
rigid G(K)-structure (¢(r),r) such that

(Z, cp(r), r)LEV ~ (Z, ¢, r)LEV·

Proof. By our assumption we have p(¢, r) is conjugate to U(K)0k.
Hence there is a 8 E GL(V(K) x k) such that p(¢, r) = S(U(K)0k)S- 1 •
Let ¢;ew = ¢* oS. Then we have p(¢new, r) = s- 1 p(¢,r)S = U(K)0k.
We note that ¢;ew defines a finite G(K) 0 k-morphism into P with
regards to the G(K) 0k-action induced from p(¢new,r). Thus (¢new,r)
is a rigid G(K) 0 k-structure of (Z,L).
Suppose ('¢,r) is another rigid G(K)-structure of (Z,L) such that
p('¢, r) = U(K) 0 k. Then we have ad(¢*)U(K) 0 k = ad('¢*)U(K) 0 k,
whence (¢*)- 11/J*U(K) 0 k = U(K) 0 k(¢*)- 1'¢*. Then (¢*)- 1'¢* is a
scalar matrix by Schur's lemma (see Lemma 4.5) because U(K) 0 k is
irreducible. Hence ¢ = '¢, which define the same morphism of Z into
P0k. Thus ¢(r) is unique, and (Z,¢(r),r)RrG ~ (Z,¢,r)RIG· Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.8. Let (Zi, ¢i, Ti)RIG be k-TSQASes with rigid G(K)structure (i = 1, 2). Then the following are equivalent:

(1)
(2)

(Z1, ¢1, 71)RIG ~ (Z2, ¢2; 72)RJG,
there is a G(K) 0 k-equivariant {in fact, K 0 k-equivariant)
isomorphism f : z1 ~ z2 with ¢1 = ¢2 0 f.

Proof. It is clear that (1) implies (2). Next we prove (2) implies (1).
Since both are rigid G(K)-structures, we have p( ¢ 1, r 1 ) = p( ¢2, r2) =
U(K) 0 k, which we denote by p. Hence we have G(K) 0 k-morphisms
(¢i, <t>i): (Zi, Li)--+ (P, L)0k with regards to the same G(K)0k-action
on (P,L) 0 k. Let 1/Jp(g) be a G(K) 0 k-linearization of L. In view of
Theorem 5.2 we can apply Section 5.4 (v) to the cases with the target
pair (P, L) 0 k to infer that G(K) 0 k-linearizations of Li are given by
¢~(z) = 'l/Jp(g)(¢1(z)) and ¢~(w) = 'l/Jp(g)(¢2(w)). It follows
<P~(z) = '1/Jp(g) ( ¢1 (z)) = '1/Jp(g) ( ¢2 o f(z)) = ¢~ (f(z) ),

which proves Section 5.4 (v) for the morphism f. This completes the
proofof(1).
Q.E.D.
We note that if L is not very ample, then there might be an automorphism of (Z, L) which keeps ¢and r invariant. For instance, an
elliptic curve (Z, L) with deg L = 2 is an example of it, in which case
emax(K(Z,L)) = 2.
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TSQASes over T

The arguments of this section together with those of Section 5.10
apply to T-PSQASes too, which will supplement the argument in [18,
pp. 701-702, Definition 9.16].
Let T be an 0-scheme. A quadruplet (P, £, ¢, r) is called a torically
stable quasi-abelian T -scheme (abbr. a T- TSQAS) of relative dimension
g with level-G(K) structure if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) Pis a proper fiat T-scheme with

7l' :

P--+ T the projection,

(ii) C is a relatively ample line bundle of P,
(iii) ¢: P--+ P(V(K))r is a finite T-morphism such that

for some line bundle MonT with trivial G(K)r-action,
(iv) r : G(K)r --+ Autr(C/ P) is a closed immersion of a group Tscheme, which makes¢ a G(K)r-morphism in the sense that

</J(r(g) · z) = Bp(</>,r)(g)</J(z)

(z E P)

and that¢* : V(K)®oM ~ 7l'*£in (iii) is a G(K)-isomorphism,
(see below for Autr(C/P) and p(</J,r), and see Section 4.13 for
Bp(</>,r)(g)),
.
(v) for any prime points ofT, the fiber at s (P8 ,C8 ,</J8 ,r8 ) is a
TSQAS of dimension g over k(s) with level-G(K) structure.
We denote a T-TSQAS (P, £, ¢, r) with level-G(K) structure by
(P, £, ¢, r)LEV or (P, ¢, r)LEV for brevity.
We remark that p(</J,r): G(K)r--+ GL(V(K) ®M) in (iv) and (vi)
is defined in the same manner as before by

p(¢, r)(g)(B):

= ad((¢*)- 1p.c(g)(B)
= (¢*)-lr(g-1)*(</Jg)(¢*0),

with ¢ 9 a G(K)r-linearization of£, (} E V(K) 0 Or, and g E G(K)r.
We call (P, C, ¢, r)LEV a T-TSQAS with rigid G(K)-structure if
(vi) p(¢, r) = U(K)r,
which we denote by (P,£,¢,r)RIG or (P,¢,r)RIG·
We see as in Theorem 5.2 that there is a pair of compatible G(K)rmorphisms (¢, <P) : (P, C) --+ (P, L)r with regards to the G(K)r-action
on (P, L )r induced from p( ¢, r).
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5.10. Autr(£/ P)
Here we insert the general facts. The symbol Autr(£/ P) stands for
a scheme (locally of finite type) which represents the functor

U ~--+ Autr(£/ P)(U)
._ {
. g E Autr(P)(U) and
}
.- (g, ¢>), if>: Cu-+ g*(£u) U -isom. on Pu '
where U is aT-scheme, and Autr(P) is the relative automorphism group
of P. Since Pis projective overT, Autr(P) is aT-scheme locally of finite
type. Suppose (g, ¢>) E Aut(£/ P)(U). Then if> induces aT-isomorphism
<I>:= <I>(g,¢) of P(Or EEl£) mapping the subschemes P((Or EEl£)/£)
andP((Or EEl £)/Or) onto themselves. Let P.c := P(Or EEl£), So :=
P((Or EEl £)/Or) and 8 00 := P((Or EEl£)/£) temporarily.
Let g E Aut(P)(U) and¢> E Aut(£)(U). Then (g, ¢>) E Aut(£/ P)(U)
if and only if <I>(g,¢) E Autr(P.c) Xr Autr(So) Xr Autr(Soo)(U) and
p.c¢> = g, where P.c : £ -+ P is the natural projection. Thus Aut(£/ P)
is (represented by) a closed subscheme of Autr(P .c).
Since G(K)r is finite (proper) overT, the image scheme T(G(K)r)
is a closed subscheme of Autr(£/ P), which we denote byG(P, £). Thus
the condition (v) implies that G(P8 ,L8 ) = G(P,£) 8 and T8 : G(K) 18>
k(s) ~ G(P8 ,L8 ).
In other words,£ has a G(K)r-linearization ¢>9 such that ¢>9 18> k(s)
is a G(K) 18> k(s)-linearization of Ls for any prime point s ofT, where
any fiber (P8 ,L8 ) is a k(s)-TSQAS with level-G(K) ®k(s) structure.
5.11.

Morphisms of T-TSQASes

Let (Pi, c/>i, Ti)LEV := (Pi, Li, c/>i, Ti) (i = 1, 2) be T-TSQASes with
level-G(K) structure and Pi : Pi -+ T the projection (structure morphism). We call f : P1 -+ P2 a morphism of T- TSQASes level-G(K)
structure if there exist a pair of compatible morphisms

and a line bundle MonT with trivial G(K)r-action such that
(i) £1 ~ pi(M) 18> j*(£2),
(ii) f is a G(K)r-morphism with ¢ 1 = ¢ 2 o j,
(iii) F(f) is a G(K)r-morphism, namely,

F(f) o Tt(g) = T2(g) o F(f),

g E G(K)r.

Note that p(cf>t,Tt) = p(¢>2,T2) by Lemma 5.5 if (Pt,cf>t,Tt)LEV ~
(P2, c/>2, T2)LEV·
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TSQASes over an algebraic space T

We call that an algebraic space T is by definition the isomorphism
class of an etale representative U -+ T with etale equivalence relation
R C U x U. See [9]. Let Pi : R-+ U be the composite of the immersion
R C U x U with i-th projection (i = 1, 2).
ForT an algebraic space, aT -TSQAS (Z, 1/J, T)LEV with level-G(K)
structure is defined to be a U- TSQAS (Zu, 1/Ju, Tu )LEV whose pullbacks
by Pi are isomorphic as R- TSQASes with level G(K)-structure.
To the following two lemmas, we can apply the same proof as in
Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8 by replacing G(K) ® k with G(K)r.
Lemma 5.13. For any T-TSQAS (P, ¢, T) with level-G(K) structure, there exists a unique rigid G(K)-structure (cp(T), T) such that

Lemma 5.14. Let (Zi, r/Ji, Ti)RIG be T-TSQASes with rigid G(K)structure (i = 1, 2). Then the following are equivalent:

(1)
(2)
5.15.

(Z1, rPl, Tr)RIG '::::: (Zz, r/Jz, Tz)RIG,
there is a G(K)r-isomorphism f: Z1 -::::: Zz with rP1 = ¢z of.
The functor of TSQASes

Now we define the contravariant functor SQ~~~c from the category of
algebraic 0-spaces to the category of sets as follows. For any 0-scheme
T, we set
SQ~~~c(T) =the set of torically stable quasi-abelian

T -schemes (P, ¢, T )LEV of relative dimension g
with level- G(K) structure modulo T -isom.
In view of Lemma 5.13 and Lemma 5.14, we see
SQ~~~c(T) =the set of torically stable quasi-abelian

T -schemes (P, ¢, T)RIG of relative dimension g

with rigid G(K) -structure modulo T -isom.

§6.

PSQASes

In this section we always assume emin(K) 2:: 3.
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6.1. A PSQAS of level K
In what follows, we abbreviate a projectively stable quasi-abelian
scheme as a PSQAS. Any PSQAS (Q 0 , .Co) is called a PSQAS of level K
over k(O) if (Qo, .Co) is a k(O)-scheme with (K( Qo, .Co), e~ 0 ) ~ (K, eK) 0
k(O). We have a theorem for (Q 0 , £ 0 ) similar to Theore~ 5.2, where c/Jp
in the assertion (3) is replaced with a closed T-immersion c/JQ : Q -+
P(V(K))s.
6.2. PSQASes over T
Let T be an 0-scheme. A quadruplet (Q, .C, ¢, T) is called a projectively stable quasi-abelian T-scheme (abbr. a T-PSQAS) of relative
dimension g with level-G(K) structure if the conditions (i)-(v) are true:
(i) Q is a projective fiatT-scheme with Jr : Q-+ T the projection,
(ii) .C is a relatively very ample line bundle of Q,
(iii) ¢: Q-+ P(V(K))r is a closed T-immersion such that
¢*: V(K) 0o M ~ 1r*.C
for some line bundle MonT with trivial G(K)r-action,
(iv) T: G(K)r-+ Autr(.C/Q) is a closed immersion of a group Tscheme, which makes¢ a G(K)r-morphism in the sense that

c/J(T(g) · z)

= Sp(<j>,r)(g)c/J(z) (z

E

Q),

and that¢* : V(K)0oM ~ Jr*L in (iii) is a G(K)-isomorphism,
where p(¢, T) and Sp(</>,r)(g) are defined similarly to those for
T-TSQASes,
(v) for any prime points ofT, the fiber at s (Q 8 ,L8 ,¢8 ,T8 ) is a
PSQAS of dimension g over k(s) with level-G(K) structure.
We denote a T-PSQAS (Q, .C, ¢, T) by (Q, .C, ¢, T)LEV or (Q, ¢, T)LEV·
We call (Q,.C,cjJ,T)LEV a T-PSQAS with rigid G(K)-structure if
(vi) p(¢, T) = U(K)r,
which we denote (Q,.C,¢,T)LEV by (Q,.C,cjJ,T)RIG or (Q,cjJ,T)RIG·
We see that there is a pair of compatible G(K)r-morphisms (¢,<I>):
(P, .C) -+ (P, L)r with regards to the G(K)r-action on (P, L)r induced
from p(¢, T).

6.3. Morphisms of T-PSQASes
Let (Qi, Li, c/Ji, Ti)LEV (i = 1, 2) be T-PSQASes with level-G(K)
structure and pi : Qi-+ T the projection (structure morphism). Then f:
Q1 -+ Q2 is called a morphism ofT -PSQASes with level-G(K) structure
if there exist a pair of compatible morphisms (f,F(f)) : (Q 1,£ 1 ) -+
(Q2, £2) and a line bundle MonT with trivial G(K)r-action such that
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Pi(M) ® j*(£2),

(ii) f is a G(K)T-morphism with c/JI = cjJ 2 of,
(iii) F(f) is a G(K)r-morphism, namely,
F(f) 0 Tl(g) = T2(g) 0 F(f), g E G(K)T.
We note p(c/J!,Tl) = p(cjJ2,T2) if (Ql,c/Jl,TI)LEV ~ (Q2,cP2,T2)LEV·
This is proved similarly to Lemma 5.5.
With these definitions of PSQASes and morphisms between them,
we will have the functor of PSQASes similar to that of TSQASes. We
omit the details. See [18].
We quote from [18] two lemmas similar to Lemmas 5.14 and 5.13.
See [18, Lemma 9.7, Lemma 9.8].
Lemma 6.4. For a T-PSQAS (Z,cjy,T) with level-G(K) structure,
there exists a unique rigid G(K)-structure (cjy(T), T) such that

(Z,L,cjy(T),T)LEV ~ (Z,L,cjy,T)LEV·
Proof.

The proof is the same as Lemma 5.13.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 6.5. Let (Zi, cPi, Ti)RIG be T -PSQASes with rigid G(K)structure (i = 1, 2). Then the following are equivalent:
(1) (Z1, cPl, Tl)RIG ~ (Z2, cP2, T2)RIG,
(2) there is a T -isomorphism f : Z1 ~ Z2 with cP1 = cP2 o f.

Proof. For simplicity we denote any G(K)-action as z f---' g·z below.
Suppose (2). Then f is a G(K)T-morphism. In fact, since cPi is a G(K)rmorphism, we have
cP2(g · f(z)) = g · c/J2(f(z)) = g · c/J1(z) = cPl(g · z) = c/J2(f(g · z)),
whence c/J2(g· f(z)) = c/J2of(g·z). Since cP2 is injective, g· f(z) = f(g·z).
This shows that f is a G(K)r-morphism. The rest of the proof is the
same as Lemma 5.14.
Q.E.D.
The following lemma has already been proved essentially in [18,
Theorem 11.4].
Lemma 6.6. (The first valuative lemma for separatedness) We assume emin(K) ~ 3. Let R be a discrete valuation ring, S := Spec R, rJ
the generic point of S and k(ry) the fraction field of R. Let (Zi, cPi, Ti)R1a
be S-PSQASes with rigid G(K)-structure. If (Zi, cPi, Ti)R1a are isomorphic over k(ry), then they are isomorphic overS.

Proof. We first note that cPi in this lemma is a closed immersion.
Let H = Hilb~~~(K)) be the Hilbert scheme parametrizing all closed
subschemes ofP(V(K)), whose Hilbert polynomial are equal to P(n) =
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JiK/,

nB
and Xuniv the universal subscheme of P(V(K)) over H. Then
by the universality of Xuniv, ¢i induces a unique morphism Hilb(¢i) :
8 '--t H such that Zi is the pullback by Hilb(¢i) of Xuniv·
By the assumption and Lemma 6.5, there is a k(17)-isomorphism
(in fact, G(K) ® k(17)-isomorphism) frJ : Z1,rJ --+ Z2,'YJ such that ¢1,rJ =
¢ 2,"1 o frJ· It follows from the very definition of H = HilbP(V(K)) that
Hilb(¢1,rJ) = Hilb(¢2,rJ). Since H is separated, Hilb(¢1) = Hilb(¢2),
hence ¢ 1(Z1) = ¢ 2(Z2). This implies that there is an 8-isomorphism
f : Z 1 --+ Z2 extending frJ such that ¢1 = </J2 of. It is clear that f is
a G(K)s-morphism because f is a G(K) ® k(17)-morphism. This proves
(Z1, ¢1. T1)RIG ~ (Z2, ¢2, T2)Rw by Lemma 6.5.
Q.E.D.

Lemma 6. 7. (The second val~ative lemma for separatedness) We
assume emin(K) ~ 3. Let R be a discrete valuation ring, 8 :=Spec R,
and k(17) the fraction field of R. Let (Zi, ¢i, Ti)Rw be 8-TSQASes with
rigid G(K)-structure whose generic fibers are abelian varieties. Suppose
that (Zi, ¢i, Ti)Rw are isomorphic over k(17). Then they are isomorphic
overS.

Proof. By Theorem 2.23, we have two 8-PSQASes (Qi, </JQ;, TQ;)Rra
such that (Qi, </JQn TQ;) ® k(ry) ~ (Zi, ¢i, Ti) ® k(17), where Zi is the
normalization of Qi. In view of Lemma 6.6, there is a G(K)-isomorphism
h: (Q1,¢QpTQ 1 )--+ (Q2,</JQ 2 ,TQ 2 ), which induces an isomorphism of
their normalizations hnorm: (Z1, ¢zl' Tz 1 )--+ (Z2, ¢z2 , Tz 2 ).
Q.E.D.
6.8.

The functor of PSQASes

The functor of PSQASes is defined in a manner similar to that of
TSQASes. We define the contravariant functor SQ 9 ,K from the category
of 0-schemes to the category of sets as below, which is almost the same
as in [18] except the point that we use [20, Theorem 5.17] (see also
Theorem 2.22). In view of Lemma 6.4 and Lemma 6.5, we see for any
0-scheme T,
SQ9 ,K(T) : =the set of projectively stable quasi-abelian

T -schemes ( P, ¢, T )LEV of relative dimension g
with level- G(K) structure modulo T -isom
= the set of projectively stable quasi-abelian
T -schemes (P, ¢, T)RIG of relative dimension g

with rigid G(K) -structure modulo T -isom.
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Rigid p-structures

7.1. Examples
It is worthy of further study in the cases of other irreducible representations p : G -+ GL(V) of G connected or discrete, finite or infinite,
where ( Z, L) is no longer a TSQAS nor a PSQAS. The moduli of those
schemes embedded in P(V) with rigid p-structure is just the subset of
the Hilbert scheme Hilb P(V) consisting of all G-invariant closed subschemes of P(V). Any G-invariant closed subscheme of P(V) is known
to have Hilbert points, each of which is Kempf-stahle, in other words,
each of which has a closed SL(V)-orbit in the semi-stable locus if p is
an irreducible representation. In this sense, it is worthy of further study
even in some of particular cases. Our moduli SQ 9 ,K [18] gives an example of it. See also [18, Section 13]. The moduli of (1, 5)-polarized abelian
surfaces embedded in P 4 gives another example [8].
7.2. Start
Let T be an 0-scheme. Let G be a group 0-scheme, V a free 0module of finite rank. Suppose that V 18> k is an irreducible G 18> k-module
for any field k over 0. Let p: G-+ GL(V) be a homomorphism induced
from the G-module structure of V. We fix p for all.
We assume the lemma of Schur for p. In other words, if a E GL(V)
commutes with any p(g) (g E G), then a is a scalar matrix.
7.3. Rigid p-structures
A quadruplet ( Z, L, ¢, r) is called a T -scheme with p-structure if the
conditions (i)-(v) are true:
(i) Z is a projective flat T-scheme with n : Z-+ T the projection,
(ii) L is a relatively very ample Or-linearized line bundle of Z,
(iii) ¢: Z-+ P(V)r is a closed Or-immersion such that
¢* : V ®oM~ n*L

for some line bundle M on T with trivial Gr-action,
(iv) r : Gr -+ Autr(L/Z) is a closed immersion of a group Tscheme, which makes¢ a Or-morphism in the sense that
¢(r(g) · z) = Sp(<f>,r)(g)¢(z)

(z E Z),

where p(¢,r) is defined similarly to those for T-TSQASes,
(v) p(¢,r) is GL(V ®o M)-equivalent to pr.
By (Z, L, ¢, r) or (Z, ¢, r) we denote a T-scheme with p-structure
(Z,L,¢,r). Let (P,L) := (P(V),L(V)). For a given (Z,L,¢,r), there
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is a pair of compatible GT-morphisms (¢, <P) : (Z, L) ---+ (P, L)T with
regards to the GT-action on (P, L)T induced from p(¢, 7).
We call a p-structure ( Z, L, ¢, T) a rigid p-structure if
(vi) p(¢, 7) = PT,
which we denote by (Z, L, ¢, 7)mc or (Z, ¢, 7)RIG·

7.4. Morphisms of rigid p-structures
Let (Zi, cPi, 7i) (i = 1, 2) be T-schemes with p-structures. Then
f : Z 1 ---+ Z 2 is called a morphism ofT -schemes with p-structure if there
exists a pair of compatible morphisms (!, F(f)) : (Z1, L 1) ---+ (Z2, L 2)
and a line bundle MonT with trivial G(K)T-action such that
(i) £1 ~ Pi(M) 0 f*(£2),
(ii) f is a GT-morphism with cP1 = cP2 of,
(iii) F(f) is a GT-morphism, namely,

F(f)

0

71(9)

=

72(9)

0

F(f),

g E GT.

We note p(¢1,71) = p(¢2,72) if (Z1,¢1,71)Ric ~ (Z2,¢2,72)RIG·
This is proved similarly to Lemma 5.5.
Remark 7.5. Let p : G ---+ GL(V) be the irreducible representation
we start with. Let Z beaG-stable subscheme of P(V) with regards to
the p-action of G on P. Let iz : Z---+ P be the natural inclusion of Z,
and L = Lz the restriction of L := L(V). Since GL(V) = Aut(L/P),
and Z is G-stable, G acts on the pair (Z, L) in the compatible manner.
In other words, Lhasa G-linearization via p. This implies that p induces
a closed immersion 7z: G---+ Aut(L/Z). Then the triple (Z,iz,7z) is a
rigid p-structure.
The following are analogous to Lemmas 5.13 and Lemmas 5.14.
Lemma 7.6. For any T -scheme (Z, ¢, 7) with p-structure, there
exists a unique rigid p-structure (¢(7),7) such that (Z,¢(7),7) is isomorphic to (Z, ¢, 7) as T -schemes with p-structure.

Proof.

The proof is the same as Lemma 5.13.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 7. 7. Let (Zi, cPi, 7i)Ric beT -schemes with rigid p-structure
(i = 1, 2). Then the following are equivalent:
(1) (Z1, ¢1, 71)mc ~ (Z2, ¢2, 72)mc,
(2) there is a T -isomorphism f : Z 1 ~ Z 2 with cP1 = cP2 of.

Proof. The proof is the same as Lemma 6.5. It suffices to replace
G(K) in Lemma 6.5 by G.
Q.E.D.
The following lemma is an analogue to Lemma 6.6.
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Lemma 7.8. (The third valuative lemma for separatedness) Let R
be a complete discrete valuation ring, S := Spec R, and 17 the generic
point of S. If rigid ps-structures (Zi, (Pi, Ti)Rw (i = 1, 2) are isomorphic
over k(ry), then they are isomorphic overS.

Proof. The proof is quite analogous to that of Lemma 6.6. Let
k(ry) be the fraction field of R. Let H = HilbP(V(K)) be the Hilbert
scheme parametrizing all closed subschemes of P(V(K)), and Xuniv the
universal subscheme of P(V(K)) over H. We note that His locally of
finite type. By the universality of Xuniv, ¢i induces a unique morphism
Hilb(¢i) : S--+ H such that Zi is the pullback by Hilb(¢i) of Xuniv· By
the assumption and Lemma 7.7, there is a k(ry)-isomorphism (in fact,
G ® k(ry)-isomorphism) f, : Z1,'1/ --+ Z2,'1/ such that ¢1,'1/ = ¢2,'1/ of"'.
It follows from the definition of H = HilbP(V(K)) that Hilb(¢1,'1/) =
Hilb(¢2,'1/). Since His separated, Hilb(¢1) = Hilb(¢2), hence ¢1(Z1) =
¢2(Z2). This implies that there is an S-isomorphism f : Z1 --+ Z 2
extending f"' such that c/>1 = c/>2 of. It is clear that f is a Gs-morphism
because f is a G®k(ry)-morphism. Hence (Z1, ¢1, rl)Rw ~ (Z2, ¢2, r2)RIG
by Lemma 7.7.
Q.E.D.

§8.

The stable reduction theorem
8.1.

The rigid G(K)-structure we start from

Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring, k(ry) (resp. k(O)) the
fraction field (resp. the residue field) of R, and S = Spec R. Let
(G"', £'1/) be a polarized abelian variety over k( 7J) with .C"' ample and
K(£'1/) := ker .A(£'17). Let e.c"~ be the Weil pairing of K(£'1/). Since e.c"~
is nondegenerate, R contains a primitive N-th root (N of unity.
Suppose that the order of K(£'1/) and the characteristic of k(O) are
coprime. Then there exists a finite symplectic constant abelian group
Z-scheme (K,eK) such that (K,eK) ®z k(ry) ~ (K(£'1/),e.c"~). Moreover
by taking a finite extension of k(ry), we may assume that the Heisenberg group scheme Q(.C"') is isomorphic to Q(K) ® k(ry), hence it has a
subgroup scheme G(K) ® k(ry).
Let N = emax(K). If emin(K) ~ 3, then by Theorem 5.2 (G"', £'1/)
admits a level-G(K) structure (¢'1/,r"') such that T"' : G(K) ® k(ry) ~
G(G"',£'1/). It follows from Lemma 5.7 that (G"',£'17) has a unique rigid
G(K)-structure (¢'1/(r"'), r"') such that
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In other words, we have a G(K) ® k(17)-linearization of C'T/ and a
pair of compatible G(K) ® k(17)-morphisms
(¢'TI, if!'TI) : (G'TI, C'TI)-+ (P(V(K)), L(V(K))) ® k(17)

(9)

with G(K) ® k(17)-action on (P(V(K)), L(V(K))) via U(K) ® k(1J).
By combining [18, Lemma 7.8], Section 2, Section 4 and Theorem 5.2
all together, we infer
Theorem 8.2. Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring and S =
Spec R. Let (G'T/, C'T/) be a polarized abelian variety over k(17), K(C'T/) :=
ked(C'T/), (G'T/, c'T/, c/>'T/, T'T/)RIG a rigid G(K)-structure and (c/>'T/, if!'T/) the
pair {9) of compatible G(K)-morphisms. Assume that
(i) the characteristic of k(O) and the order of K(C'T/) are coprime,
(ii) emin(K(C'T/)) 2:: 3.
Then after a suitable finite base change if necessary, there exist flat
projective schemes (P, C) and (Q, C), semiabelian group schemes G and
G~, the flat closure K (P, C) of K (C'TI) in G~, a symplectic form e~ on
K(P, C) extending e.c., and the Heisenberg group schemes Q(P, C) and
G(P, C) of (P, C), all of these being defined over S, such that
(1) P is projective flat and reduced overS, and normal,
(2) (G,C) and (G~,C) are open subschemes of(P,C),
(3) G~ = K(P, C) · G,
(4) (G'TI,C'TI) ~ (G~,C'TI) ~ (P'TI,C'TI) ~ (Q'TI,C'TI),
(5) there exists a constant finite symplectic abelian group Z-scheme
(K, eK) such that (K(P, C), e~) ~ (K, eK)s, Q(P, C) ~ Q(K)s,
hence we have an isomorphism Tp : G(K)s -+ G(P, C). In
particular, C is G(K)s-linearized,
(6) cf>p : P-+ P(V(K))s be the morphism associated with the linear system r(P, C) such that cf>p®k(1J) = cf>'TI. Then (P, C, cf>p, Tp)
is a rigid G(K)-structure extending (G'T/, c'T/, c/>'T/, T'T/)RIG,
(7) We have a pair of compatible G(K)s-morphisms

(cf>p, if!p) : (P, C)-+ (P(V(K))s, L(V(K))s),
which extend (c/>'T/, if!'T/),

r(P,C) ~ r(Q,C) ~ V(K) ®oN R.
Here we restate the stable reduction theorem for (P, C) and (Q, C)

(8)

r(G~,C) ~

by adjusting [18, Theorem 10.4] to the definitions of PSQASes given in
Section 6.
Theorem 8.3. Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring and
S =Spec R. Let (G'T/,C'T/) be a polarized abelian variety over k(1J), and
(G'T/, c'T/, c/>'T/, T'T/)RIG a rigid G(K)-structure on it. Assume that
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the characteristic of k(O) and the order of K(£'1) are coprime,
emin(K(£ry)) :2: 3.

Then after a suitable finite base change if necessary, there exist an STSQAS (P, £, cpp, Tp )RIG with rigid G(K)-structure and an S-PSQAS
(Q,£,¢Q,TQ)RIG with rigid G(K)-structure such that
(P,£,cpp,Tp)RIG®k(ry) ~ (Q,£,c/JQ,TQ)RIG®k(ry)
~

§9.

(Gry, £1), ¢1), Try)RIG·

The scheme parametrizing TSQASes

Let K be a symplectic finite abelian group with symplectic form
eK. We choose and fix a maximally eK-isotropic subgroup I(K) of K
such that K = I(K) EB J(K)v. Let N = emax(K) = emax(I(K)) and
0 =ON= O[(N, 1/N].
Assume emin(K) = emin(I(K)) :2: 3.
9.1.

Hilbp (X/T)

Let (X, L) be a polarized 0-scheme with L very ample and P(n) an
arbitrary polynomial. Let Hilbp (X) be the Hilbert scheme parametrizing all closed subschemes Z of X with x(Z,nLz) = P(n). As is well
known HilbP (X) is a projective 0-scheme.
Let T be a projective scheme, (X, L) a flat projective T-scheme
with L an ample line bundle of X, and 1r : X ---+ T the projection.
Then for an arbitrary polynomial P(n), let Hilbp(X/T) be the scheme
parametrizing all closed subschemes Z of X with x(Z, nLz) = P(n) such
that Z is contained in fibers of Jr. Let M be a very ample line bundle
ofT. Then HilbP (X/T) is the 0-subscheme of HilbP (X) parametrizing
all closed subschemes Z with (1r* M) z trivial. Hence Hilbp (X /T) is a
closed subscheme of HilbP (X).
Let Hilb~nn(X/T) be the subscheme of HilbP(X/T) consisting of
connected subschemes Z E Hilbp(X/T) of X. Then Hilb~nn(X/T) is
an open and closed 0-subscheme of Hilbp(X/T).
9.2.

The scheme H1 x H2

Choose and fix a coprime pair of natural integers d 1 and d 2 such that
d 1 > d 2 :2: 2g + 1 and di
1 mod N. This pair does exist because it is
enough to choose prime numbers d 1 and d2 large enough such that di = 1
mod Nand d 1 > d2. We choose integers qi such that q1 d 1 + q2 d2 = 1.

=
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Now consider a G(K)-module Wi(K) := Wi ® V(K) '::::' V(K)E&N,
where Ni = df and Wi is a free 0-module of rank Ni with trivial G(K)action. Let CTi be the natural action of G(K) on Wi(K). In what follows
we always consider CTi·
Let Hi (i = 1, 2) be the Hilbert scheme parametrizing all closed
polarized subschemes (Zi, Li) of P(Wi(K)) such that
(a) Zi is G(K)-stable,
(b) x(Zi, nLi) = n 9 df
where Li = L(Wi(K)) ® Oz,.
Let Xi be the universal subscheme of P(Wi(K)) over Hi. Let X=
xl Xo Xz and H = Hl Xo Hz. Let Pi : xl Xo Xz ~xi be the i-th
projection, 1r: X~ H the natural projection. Hence X is a subscheme
of P(W1(K)) xo P(Wz(K)) xo H, flat over H = H1 xo Hz.
We note that L(Wi(K)) has a G(K)-linearization {1/J~il}, which we
fix for all. Since G(K) transforms any closed G(K)-stable subscheme Z
of P(Wi (K)) onto itself, it follows that G(K) acts on Hi trivially, while
G(K) acts on Xi non-trivially. Hence G(K) acts on H trivially, and on
X non-trivially.

ViKT,

9.3. The scheme U1
The aim of this and the subsequent sections is to construct a new
compactification of the moduli space of abelian varieties as the quotient
of a certain 0-subscheme of Hilb;;;,nn (X/ H) by GL(W1) x GL(Wz).
Let B be the pullback to X of a very ample line bundle on H. Let
Mi = Pi(L(Wi(K))) ®Ox and M = d2M1 + d1M2 +B. Then M is
a very ample line bundle on X. Since Mi is G(K)-linearized and B is
trivially G(K)-linearized, M is G(K)-linearized. Since G(K) acts on H
trivially, G(K) transforms any fiber Xu of 1r: X~ H into Xu itself.
Let P(n) = (2ndld2)9v1KT. Let Hilb;;;,nn(X/H) be the Hilbert
scheme parametrizing all connected closed subschemes Z of X contained
in the fibers of 1r: X~ H with x(Z,nMz) = P(n), and Z{;,nn be the
universal subscheme of X over it. We denote Hilb;;;,nn(X/H) by H!onn
for brevity. Now using the double polarization trick of Viehweg, we
define U1 to be the subset of H!onn consisting of all subschemes Z of X
with the properties

(i) PiiZ is an isomorphism (i = 1, 2),
(ii) d2L1 = d1L2, where Li = Mi ® Oz,
(iii) Z is G(K)-stable.
We prove that U1 is a nonempty closed 0-subscheme of H!onn.
The condition (i) that PiiZ is an isomorphism is open and closed,
while the condition (ii) d2L 1 = d 1L 2 is closed. The condition (iii), the
G(K)-stability of Z, is equivalent to the condition that Z E Ht'cmn is a
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fixed point by the natural G(K)-action induced from those G(K)-actions
on X and H. Hence it is a closed condition. Hence U1 is a closed, hence
a projective 0-subscheme of Ht'onn.
It remains to show U1 =I= (/). Let k be an algebraically closed field
over 0. By Lemma 4.2, there exists a polarized abelian variety (A, L)
over k with TA : G(K) 0 k ~ G(A, L) an isomorphism. Hence L has
a G(K) 0 k-linearization of weight one. Hence diL has a G(K) 0 klinearization of weight di too. Since di = 1 mod N, and since aN = 1
for any a E J.LN, diL has a G(K) 0 k-linearization of weight one. Hence
by Lemma 4.4, r(A, diL) ~ r(A, diL)(O) 0 V(K) 0 k ~ Wi 0 V(K) 0 k
because dimr(A, diL)(O) = df = Ni = dim Wi, where r(A, diL)(O) =
{v E r(A,diL);h · v = 0 (\fh E I(K))} is regarded as a trivial G(K)module. Since r(A, diL) is very ample, we can choose a G(K) 0 kequivariant closed immersion ¢i : A---+ P(Wi(K)), whose image 4>i(A)
is a G(K) 0 k-stable subscheme of P(Wi(K)), isomorphic to A. Thus
4>i(A) E Hi(k). Let Z := (¢1 x ¢2)(~) (~ A) be the image of the
diagonal~ ( C A x A). Since Z ~A, we see that

x(Z, n(d2L1 + d1L2 + B)z)
= x(A, 2nd1d2L) = (2nd1d2) 9 JjKf = P(n).
It follows that Z E Hilb.;,nn(X/ H). Since ¢i is G(K)0k-equivariant,
Z is G(K) 0 k-stable. Hence Z E U1(k). It follows that U1 =I=(/).

Z

E

Lemma 9.4. Let k be an algebraically closed field over 0.
U1(k) and L = q1L1 + q2L2. Then Li = diL.

Proof. One sees d1L = d1(q1L1
while d2L = d2(q1L1 + q2L2) = (d1q1

Let

+ q2L2) = (d1Q1 + d2q~)L1 = L1,
+ d2q2)L2 = L2.
Q.E.D.

9.5. The scheme U2
Let X = x1 Xo x2, L = Q1L1 + Q2L2 and Qi the integers with
d1Q1 + d2q2 = 1. Let U2 be the open subscheme of U1 consisting of all
subschemes Z of X such that besides (i)-(iii) the following are satisfied:
(iv) Z is reduced,
(v) Lz is ample,
(vi) x(Z,nLz) = n 9
(vii) Hq(Z,nLz) = 0 for q > 0 and n > 0,
(viii) r(Z,Lz) is base point free,
(ix) H 0 (pi) : Wi(K) 0 k(u) --t r(z, Li 0 Oz) is surjective fori=
1,2,
where u E Hilb.;,nn (X/ H) is the point defined by ( Z, L z). It is clear
that (iv)-(ix) are open conditions. Note that surjectivity of H 0 (pi) in

JiKT,
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(ix) implies isomorphism of H 0 (pi) in view of (vi) and (vii). In fact, by
Lemma 9.4, Li = diL. Hence Hq(z,Li 0 Oz) = Hq(Z,diLz) = 0 for
q > 0, whence h 0 (Z, Li 0 Oz) = df JfKT by (vi). Since ranko Wi(K) =
df JfKT, this implies that H 0 (p;) is an isomorphism.
We note U2 =I= 0. In fact, letting k be an algebraically closed
field over 0, we choose a polarized abelian variety (A, L) over k with
G(A, L) ~ G(K) 0 k. Since emin(K) ?: 3, L is very ample and (A, diL) E
Hi(k), A being identified with ¢i(A). The image Z := (¢1 x ¢2)(~) of
the diagonal~ (c Ax A) belongs to U1(k) as we saw in Section 9.3.
Since Li = diL by Lemma 9.4, all the conditions (iv)-(ix) are true for
Z as is well known. Hence Z E U2(k). Hence U2 =/= 0.
9.6.

The schemes UJ,K

and U3

First we note that if (Z, L) E U2 , then we have a G(K)-action
on (Z, L), which is induced from the G(K)-action on Zt'onn induced
from those G(K)-actions on P(Wi(K)). In what follows, we mean the
above G(K)-action on Z or (Z, L) by the G(K)-action on (Z, L) when
(Z,L) E U2.
Next we recall that the locus Ug,K of abelian varieties (with the zero
not necessarily chosen) is an open subscheme of U2 • In fact, U9 ,K is the
largest open 0-subscheme among all the open 0-subschemes H' of U2
such that
(a) the projection 1f'H' : Zt'onn XHP H'--+ H' is smooth over H',
(b) at least one geometric fiber of";';';, is an abelian variety for each
irreducible component of H'.
In general, the subset H" of U2 over which the projection 1f'H" :
XHP
H" --+ H" is smooth is an open 0-subscheme of u2. By
[17, Theo;:';:n_ 6.14], any geometric fiber of 1f'Ug,K is a polarized abelian
variety. This is proved as follows (see [18, p. 705]). Let U = U9 ,K and
Z' = Zt'onn Xu2 Ug,K· By the base change U' --+ U, we may assume
Z" := Z' xu U' has a section e over U'. For instance, choose U' = Z'
and e the diagonal of Z' xu Z'. Then by [17, Theorem 6.14] Z" is an
abelian scheme over U' with e unit section. It follows that any geometric
fiber of Z", a fortiori, any geometric fiber of Z' is an abelian variety.
Next we define uJ,K to be a nonempty open reduced 0-subscheme of
U9 ,K, which will be proved in Lemma 9.7, parametrizing all subschemes
(A, L) E U9 ,K such that
Zt'onn

(x) the K-action on A induced from the G(K)-action on (A, L) is
effective and contained in Aut 0 (A).
In general, UJ,K is strictly smaller than Ug,K· See [18, pp. 711-712].
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Finally we define U3 to be the closure of u;,K in U2. It is the
smallest closed 0-subscheme of u2 containing u;,K. In other words, it
is the intersection of all closed 0-subschemes of u2 which contain the
0-subscheme u;,K. In particular, u3 is reduced because u;,K is proved
to be reduced (see the proof of Theorem 11.6).
It remains to prove:

Lemma 9.7. Let k be a closed field over 0. Then

(1)
(2)

u;,K is a nonempty open 0-subscheme of U9 ,K,
u;,K(k) is the set of all abelian varieties (A, L) over k with
G(A,L) = G(K) 0 k for the G(K)-action on (A,L) E U2(k)
induced from that on P(Wi(K)).

Proof There exists a polarized abelian variety (A, L) over a closed
field k with G(A,L) ~ G(K)0k by Lemma 4.2. Then (A,L) E u;,K(k).

Hence u;,K is nonempty. The condition on (A, L) E U9 ,K that the Kaction on A is effective is an open condition. In fact, for any element h
of K, the fixed point set by his a closed subscheme of Zt'onn XHt'onn U9 ,K,
which is mapped to a closed subscheme Fh of Ug,K by the proper morphism 1rug, K • Thus the locus where the K -action on A is effective is
just the complement of the union of all Fh (h =1- id) in Ug,K· Moreover, the condition that the K-action on A is contained in Aut 0 (A)
is also an open condition, because the (relative) identity component
Aut 0 (Zt'onn XHP H" I H") is open in the relative automorphism group

zfo::

scheme Aut(
X Ht'onn H" I H"). Therefore u;,K is a nonempty open
0-subscheme of Ug,K· This proves (1).
Next we prove (2). First we prove that if (A, L) E u;,K(k) for a
closed field k over 0, then K(A, L) = K 0 k. In fact, by the condition
(x), the K-action on A, which is induced from the G(K)-action on Zt'onn'
reduces to translation by K(A, L). It follows from effectivity of the Kaction that K c K(A,L). By (vi) and (vii) we have dimr(A,L) =
This shows K(A,L) = K0k because dimr(A,L) = JIK(A,L)I
for L very ample by [15, § 23, p. 234].
Next we show that G(A,L) ~ G(K) 0 k for any (A,L) E u;,K(k).

.JiKT.

In fact, if (A,L) E u;,K(k), then K(A,L) ~ K 0 k as we have seen
above, and L has a G(K)-linearization by (iii). In other words, (A, L)
has compatible G(K)-actions, which is effective on the scheme L. Hence
Aut(LIA) ::> G(K)0k (see Section 4.6 for Aut(LIA)), whence G(A, L) ::>
G(K) 0 k. Since IG(A,L)I = IG(K) 0 kl = N ·IKI by K(A, L) ~ K 0 k,
we have G(A, L) ~ G(K) 0 k. This proves (2).
Q.E.D.
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§10.

10.1. The conditions (Si) and (Ri)
Here we recall the conditions (Si) and (Ri):

(Si)

depth(Ap) 2: inf(i,ht(p))

(Ri)

Ap is regular for all

J:l E

for all J:l E Spec(A),
Spec(A) with ht(p):::; i.

Lemma 10.2. Let A be a noetherian local ring. Then
(1) A is normal if and only if (R 1 ) and (S2) are true for A,
(2) A is reduced if and only if (Ro) and (Sl) are true for A.

See [11, Theorem 39] and [3, IV 2, 5.8.5 and 5.8.6].
Lemma 10.3. Let R be a discrete valuation ring, S := Spec R, and
1r : Z ---+ S is fiat with Zo reduced
and
nonsingular. Then Z is normal.

T/ the generic point of S. Assume that

z,

Proof. By Lemma 10.2, it suffices to check that (Rl) and (S2) are
true for any local ring Oz,z. For simplicity write Oz instead of Oz,z.
Since Z 0 is reduced, it is smooth at a generic point of any irreducible
component of it. Hence Z is smooth at any codimension one point of Z
supported by Z 0 . Since Z'1 is smooth, Z is codimension one nonsingular
everywhere. This is (R1).
Next we prove (S 2). Since 1r : Z ---+ S is fiat, any generator t of
the maximal ideal of R is not a zero divisor of Oz. Hence it is not
nilpotent. Let J:l be a prime ideal of Oz. If J:l n R #- 0, then t E J:l.
(In fact, J:l n R = tR.) Moreover p' := pjtOz is a prime ideal of Oz0
with ht(p') = ht(p) - 1. Otherwise, we would have ht(p') = ht(p ). This
implies that there is a prime ideal q of Oz such that t E q C J:l and
ht(q) = 0. Hence q(Oz)q is the unique prime ideal of (Oz)q, which is
the nilradical of (Oz)q. Since t E q(Oz)q, it follows that tis nilpotent.
This contradicts that t is not nilpotent. This shows ht(p') = ht(p) - 1.
Since Zo is reduced, hence (Sl) for Z 0 is true by Lemma 10.2. Therefore depth(Oz)p = depth(Oz0 )p' + 1 2: inf(1, ht(p')) + 1 = inf(2, ht(p)).
If J:l n R = 0, then k(ry) c (Oz)p and (Oz)p = (Oz,)poz,· Hence
depth(Oz)p = depth(Oz,)poz, = dim(Oz,)poz, = ht(p) 2: inf(2, ht(p))
because Z'1 is nonsingular. This proves (S 2).
Q.E.D.
Theorem 10.4. Let R be a discrete valuation ring, S := Spec R,
and T/ the generic point of S. Let h be a morphism from S into U3 . Let
(Z, C) be the pullback by h of the universal subscheme Zuniv, universal
for Hilb.;:,nn(X/H), such that (Z'1,C'1) is a polarized abelian variety.
Then (Z, C) is isomorphic to a (modified) Mumford's family (P, Cp) in
Theorem 2. 7 after a finite base change.
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Proof. By the assumption, (Zry, Cry) is a polarized abelian variety
over k(ry) such that the K-action on Zry induced from the G(K)-action on
(Zry, Cry) is effective and contained in Aut 0 (Zry)· By (iii) Cry is G(K) ®
k(ry)-linearized, and by Lemma 9.7, we have an abelian variety with
rigid G(K)-structure (Gry, Cry, ¢ry, Try)RIG by a suitable finite base change
if necessary. Then by Theorem 8.2, after a suitable finite base change if
necessary, there exists an S-TSQAS (P, Cp, cpp, Tp )RIG with rigid G(K)structure, extending (Zry, Cry, c/Jry, Try)RIG· The scheme P is normal by
Lemma 10.3, because P0 is reduced and P is S-flat.
We note that there also exists an S-PSQAS (Q, CQ, ¢Q, TQ)RIG with
rigid G(K)-structure extending (Zry, Cry, c/Jry, Try)RIG, which is unique up
to S-isomorphism by Lemma 6.6. The scheme Q was defined in Section 2.
It is reduced though it may not be normal in general. Let cpp : P --+
P(V(K))s be the morphism defined by r(P,Cp). By Theorem 2.23, Q
is the image of P, and ¢P : P--+ Q is the normalization of Q. Moreover
CQ is the restriction (the pullback) of L(V(K))s to Q.
Let 1r : Z --+ S be the flat family given at the start. Hence any fiber
of Z satisfies the conditions (i)-(iii) in Section 9.3 and the conditions
(iv)-(ix) in Section 9.5. In Section 9.3 we fix G(K)-actions on Wi(K)
once and for all. Thus we have induced G(K)-linearizations ofL(Wi(K))
on P(Wi(K)) (i = 1, 2), and hence those ofpTL(Wi(K)) on P(W1(K)) x
P(W2 (K)) where Pi is the i-th projection. Hence we have induced G(K)linearizations on (Z, Li) because Z is G(K)-stable by (iii), namely the
closed immersions of Z into P(Wi(K)) are G(K)-morphisms.
The R-module r(Z, C) is free of rank
by (vi) and (vii). It is a
G(K) ® R-module of weight one, hence G(K)s-isomorphic to V(K) ® R
in view of Lemma 4.4. By (viii) r(z, C) is base point free, which defines
a finite G(K)s-morphism ¢z : Z --+ P(V(K))s. Since emin(K) 2": 3,
(¢z)ry is a closed immersion of Zry.
Let W be the flat closure of (¢z)(Zry) in P(V(K))s, and Lw the
restriction toW of L(V(K))s. Since (¢z)(Zry) is reduced, so is the flat
closure of (¢z)(Zry)· Hence W is reduced. Since Z 0 is reduced, so is Z,
hence ¢z factors through W with (¢z)ry an isomorphism. Since Zry is
irreducible, so is W. Hence ¢z : Z--+ W is a finite surjective birational
morphism.
Let P = P(V(K)) and L = L(V(K)). Since both W and Q are
G(K)-stable, both Lw and CQ = LQ have G(K)-linearizations induced from that of (P, L). Hence G(K)s is a subgroup scheme of both
Aut(Lw /W) and Aut(LQ/Q). Let iw : W --+ P and iQ : Q --+ P be
natural inclusions (closed immersions) of W and Q into P, Tw and TQ
are closed immersions of the subgroup scheme G(K)s into Aut(Lw /W)
and Aut(LQ/Q). Then it follows from Lemma 7.6 and Lemma 7.7
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that (W, Lw) has a unique rigid U(K)s-structure (W, iw, Tw )RIG (see
Remark 7.5). Meanwhile (Q, Lq) has a unique rigid G(K)s-structure
(Q,iq,Tq)RIG by Theorem 8.2. We note that (Q,iq,TQ)RIG is also a
unique rigid U(K)-structure by Lemma 7.7.
Since we have
(Wrp iw,, Tw,)RIG '::::' (Q 17 , iq,, TQ,)RIG

'::::'

(Z11 , iz,, Tz,)RIG,

the rigid U(K)-structures (W,iw,Tw)RIG and (Q,iq,Tq)RIG are S-isomorphic by Lemma 7.8. In particular, this shows that W '::::' Q, and
that the G(K)s-action on (W, Lw) is the same as that of the finite
Heisenberg group G(W, Lw) (see Section 4.6). In view of Lemma 10.3, Z
is normal. We have a finite morphism ¢z: Z-+ W '::::' Q, with (¢z) 17 an
isomorphism. Hence Z is the normalization of Q, whence Z '::::' P. Since
i:p = ¢'P(L) and J: = ¢z(Lw ), we have (Z, J:) '::::' (P, i:p ).
Q.E.D.
Corollary 10.5. Let (Z0 , £ 0 ) be the closed fiber of (Z, £) in Theorem 10.4. Then (Z0 , £ 0 ) is a TSQAS with level-G(K) structure such
that the action of G(K) on (Zo, Co) is that of G(Zo, La).
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 10.4, we see that Z is the normalization of Wand (W,iw,Tw)RIG '::::' (Q,iq,Tq)RIG· The normalization
morphism ¢z : Z-+ W is G(K)-equivariant, and the action of G(K) on
(W, Lw) is G(W, Lw) by the proof of Theorem 10.4. Hence the action
of G(K) on (Z, £) is G(Z, £). This proves the corollary.
Q.E.D.
Corollary 10.6. Let k be a closed field over 0 and Z E U3 (k). Let
L = M®Oz under the notation of Section 9.3. Then (Z, L) is a TSQAS
with level-G(K) structure such that the G(K)-action on (Z, L) induced
from that on Wi(K) is that ofG(Z,L).
Proof. By Theorem 10.4, (Z, L) '::::' (Po, £ 0 ) ® k, where (Po, Co) is
a TSQAS, a closed fiber of an S-TSQAS (P,J:) of level K. By Corollary 10.5, the action of G(K) on (Po, Co) is that of G(P0 , La). Q.E.D.
§11.

The reduced-coarse moduli space SQ~~F/

Let N = emax(K) and 0 = ON = Z[(N, 1/N]. In this section, we
use the same notation as in Section 9.
Lemma 11.1. Let k be an algebraically closed field over 0.
(1) u3 is GL(WI) X GL(W2)-invariant,
(2) Let (Z, L) E U3 (k) and (Z', L') E U3 (k) where L = M ® Oz
and L' = M ® Oz,. If (Z,L) '::::' (Z',L') as polarized schemes
with G(K)-linearization, then (Z', L') belongs to the GL(W1 ) x
GL(W2)-orbit of(Z,L).
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Proof. First we prove (2). Let f : (Z,L) -+ (Z',L') be an isomorphism with G(K)-linearization. Hence we have an isomorphism
fi : (Z, diL)-+ (Z', diL') as polarized schemes with G(K)-linearization.
By the assumptions on ( Z, L) and ( Z', L'), we see first that diL and diL'
are very ample. Hence (Z,diL) and (Z',diL') E Hi(k) (i = 1,2). We
note that di = 1 mod N. Hence as G(K)-modules

for some trivial G(K)-module Wi, which is the same as Wi in the statement (2) of Lemma 11.1.
By Section 4.13, we have closed G(K)-immersions

Li: (Z, diL)-+ (P(Wi(K)), L(Wi(K)),
L~: (Z', diL')-+ (P(Wi(K)), L(Wi(K)).

We can define Pd,L and Pd,u, and p(Li) and p(LD in the same manner as in Section 4.7 (2) and Section 4.12 (4). Then we may assume
that p(Li)(g) = p(LD(g) = (idw, ®U(K))(g) for any g E G(K). Since
H 0 (jt): H 0 (Z',diL')-+ H 0 (Z,diL) is a G(K)-isomorphism of vector
k-spaces, we see that there are
(i) commutative diagrams of G(K)-isomorphisms

(Z,diL)

~

(Z',diL')

lG

1~

.

(P(Wi(K)), L(Wi(K)) ~ (P(Wi(K)), L(Wi(K))),
(ii) commutative diagrams of G(K)-isomorphisms of vector k-spaces

H 0 (Z,diL)

Ho(f;)

H 0 (Z', diL')

~ Ho((<;}*)

~ Ho(<7)
H 0 (L(Wi(K))) ® k

H 0 (F;)

H 0 (L(Wi(K))) ® k

where H 0 (L(Wi(K))) = Wi(K) := Wi®V(K)®k, and H 0 (Ft),
hence Fi is defined uniquely by the condition H 0 (Li)H 0 (Ft) =

Ho(ft)Ho((LD*).
By G(K)-equivariance of (fi, Fi), we have
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whence
(idwi 0U(K)(g)) o H 0 (Ft)

= H 0 (Ft)

o (idwi 0U(K)(g)).

From Lemma 4.5 (2) it follows that H 0 (Ft) =hi ®idv(K) for some
hi E GL(Wi)· Let Shi be the transformation of P(Wi(K)) induced
from hi 0 idv(K)· It follows from H 0 (Li)H 0 (Ft) = H 0 (ft)H 0 ((LD*)
that L~ 0 fi = sh; 0 Li. Thus (2) is proved because

as polarized closed subschemes of P(W1(K)) x P(W2(K)).
Next we prove (1) using the same notation as above, though (1) is
almost clear. Let k be an algebraically closed field. Let shl X sh2 E
(GL(W1) x GL(W2))(k), (Z, L) := (Z, d1L) x (Z, d2L) E U3(k) and
(Z', L') = (Sh 1 xSh 2)·(Z, L). Since fi is a G(K)-isomorphism, if (Z, L) E
U1(k), then (Z',L') E U1(k). The conditions (iv)-(ix) are kept under
G(K)-isomorphism, hence if (Z, L) E U2(k), then (Z', L') E U2(k).
If (Z,L) E U3 (k), then by Theorem 10.4, (Z,L) is a closed fiber
(Zo, £ 0 ) of a modified Mumford family (Z, .C) of TSQASes of level K
with generic fiber a polarized abelian variety. Then GL(W1) x GL(W2)action gives a new one-parameter family (Z', .C') := (Shl X sh2). (Z, .C)
of TSQASes of level K with generic fiber a polarized abelian variety
such that (Zb, .C~) c:::: (Z', L'). Hence (Z', L') E U3 (k) by the definition
of U3 in Section 9.6.
Q.E.D.
11.2.

The uniform geometric and categorical quotient

Let G be a fiat group scheme, X a scheme and u : G x X --7 X
the action. We say that the action u on X is proper if the morphism
\fJ := (u,p2) : G x X --7 X x X is proper. Let Y be an algebraic space,
¢:X --7 Y a morphism and¢' := ¢ Xy Y' for any Y' over Y. For the
pair (Y, ¢) with ¢ o u = ¢ o p 2, we consider the following conditions:
(i) X(k)/G(k) --7 Y(k) is bijective for any geometric point Speck,
(ii) for a morphism 'lj; : X --7 Z to an algebraic space Z with
'lj; o u = 'lj; o P2, there is a unique morphism x : Y --7 Z such
that 'lj; = x o ¢,
(ii-u) (Y', ¢') satisfies (ii) for any Y-ftat Y',
(iii) ¢ is submersive, that is, U is open in Y if and only if ¢- 1(U)
is open in X,
(iii-u) ¢ is universally submersive, that is, (Y', ¢') satisfies (iii) for
any Y' over Y,
(iv) Oy ':::: (cp*(Ox))G-inv.
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The pair (Y, ¢) is called a categorical quotient (resp. a geometric
quotient) of X if it satisfies (ii) (resp. (i), (iii-u) and (iv)). As was
remarked in [10, p. 195], (ii-u) implies (iv).
The pair (Y, ¢) is called a uniform geometric quotient (resp. a uniform categorical quotient) if (Y', ¢') is a geometric quotient (resp. a
categorical quotient) of X xs Y' by G for any Y-flat Y'.
Theorem 11.3. Let G = PGL(W1 ) x PGL(W2). Then

(1)
(2)
(3)

The action of G on uJ,K is proper and free.
The action of G on U3 is proper with finite stabilizer.
The uniform geometric and uniform categorical quotient of U3
resp. uJ,K by G exists as a separated algebraic space, which we
denote by SQ~~Rc resp. A~~Rc.

Proof; Note that (3) ofthe theorem follows from [10] once we prove
(1) and (2). So we shall prove (1) and (2) of the theorem.
Let k be a closed field, and G := GL(Wl) xGL(W2).
Let (Z, L) E U3 (k) and hE G. Suppose h · (Z, L) = (Z, L). Then
there exist hi E GL(Wi) (i = 1, 2) keeping Li := diL invariant such that
h = (h1, h2). Hence h keeps L = q1(d1L) + q2(d2L) invariant. This
implies that his an automorphism of (Z, L) with G(K)-linearization. In
particular, h induces a linear transformation H 0 (h*) of r(Z, L), which
commutes with U(K)(g) for any g E G(K). Thus H 0 (h*) on r(Z,L) is
a scalar matrix by Lemma 4.5.
If ( Z, L) is a polarized abelian variety, L is very ample by the assumption emin(K) ~ 3, so that his the identity of Z =Po = Qo. This
implies that hi is the identity of Z, hence the identity of PGL(Wi)· It
follows that the stabilizer of a polarized abelian variety (Z, L) is trivial.
Hence the G-action on UJ,K is free, which proves (1).
Next we consider the totally degenerate case, that is, (Z, L) is a
union of normal torus embeddings.
In view of Theorem 10.4, by taking a suitable finite base change if
necessary, we may assume that there exists a modified Mumford family
(P, .C) overS:= Spec R, R a complete discrete valuation ring, such that
(Z,L) = (P0 ,.C0 ). By Theorem 2.23, we have an S-PSQAS (Q,.CQ)
and a finite birational morphism ¢ : (P, .C) --) (Q, .CQ) associated with
r(P, .C). Since H 0 (h*) is a scalar matrix on r(Z, L), h induces the
identity of (Qo)red· With the notation in Section 2, (Qo)red is covered
with open affines
Vo(c) =Spec k(O)[~a,c, a E Del(O)]

(c EX),
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where ea,c = ea+clec· Hence H 0 (h*) keeps ea := ea,O invariant. The adimensional stratum 0( c) of Po is also fixed by h because of the bijective
correspondence of strata of Po and Qo. Now we look at the algebra Ro(c)
of Po at O(c). The algebra Ro(c) is given by

Ro(c) = k(O)[(b,c,b E C(O,a) nX,u E Del9 (0)]

(c EX),

where some power of (b,c is a product of ea,c (= (a,c) for some a E Del(O).
Hence H 0 (h*)((b,c) = a(b)(b,c for some a(b), a root of unity. Since Ro(c)
is finitely generated over k(O), this implies that his of finite order as an
automorphism of Z = Po.
When both the torus part and the abelian part of ( Z, L) are nontrivial, then the stabilizer group of ( Z, L) is finite with possibly nontrivial
automorphism on the torus part, and trivial on the abelian part. Hence
the G-action on U3 has finite stabilizer.
It remains to prove that the action of G is proper. This is reduced
to proving Claim 1:
Claim 1. Let R be a discrete valuation ring R with fraction field
k(ry), s =Spec R. Let u : G X u3 - t u3 be the action and w= (a,p2) :
G X u3 - t u3 X u3. Then for any pair (¢, '1/J'f/) consisting of a morphism
¢: s - t u3 X u3 and a morphism '1/J'f/ : Spec k(ry) - t G X u3 such that
'1/JrJ o \II = ¢ ®n k(ry), there is a morphism 'ljJ : S ---> G x U3 such that
'ljJ o \II=¢ and '1/J ®n k(ry) = '1/Jw
Since U3 is the closure of u;,K in U2, Claim 1 follows from Claim 2:
Claim 2. Let (Zi,¢zi 1 Tzi)RIG (i = 1,2) be an 8-TSQAS with
rigid G(K)-structure, whose generic fiber is an abelian variety. If they
are isomorphic over k(ry), then they are isomorphic overS.
Claim 2 follows from Lemma 6.7. This completes the proof of
properness of the action w, which completes the proof of (2). Q.E.D.

Definition 11.4. Let W be an algebraic 0-space, and hw the functor defined by hw(T) = Hom(T, W).
Let F be a contravariant functor from the category of algebraic
spaces over 0 to the category of sets.
A reduced algebraic 0-space W with a morphism of functors f :
F ---> hw is called a reduced-coarse moduli (algebraic 0-)space ofF if
the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) /(Speck): F(Spec k)---> hw(Spec k) is bijective for any algebraically closed field k over 0,
(b) For any reduced algebraic 0-space V, and any morphism g :
F ---> hv, there is a unique morphism x : hw ---> hv such that
g =X

0

f.
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Lemma 11.5. Assume emin(K) 2: 3. Let A~~R-c be the uniform
geometric quotient of u;,K by G := PGL(W1) x PGL(W2). Then A~~R-c
is isomorphic to the fine moduli 0-scheme Ag,K of abelian varieties with
level-G(K) structure in [18].
Proof. We choose and fix an pair di of coprime positive integers
such that di := 1 mod N and di 2: 2g + 1. We do so because dL is
very ample for d 2: 2g + 1 by Theorem 2.21. Let y = ZI'onn X u2 u;,K
under the notation of Section 9.6. Then y is u;,K-fiat with any fiber
(Z, L) an abelian variety with level-G(K) structure, hence L is very
ample by the assumption emin(K) 2: 3. Since any fiber of Yin the same
G-orbit determines a unique abelian variety with rigid G(K)-structure
by Lemma 5.7, we have a G-invariant morphism 'T/: u;,K - t Ag,K, which
induces a morphism fj : A~~Rc - t Ag,K.
Since Ag,K is the fine moduli, there is a universal family (ZA, .CA) of
abelian varieties with rigid G(K)-structure over Ag,K. Let 1TA : ZA - t
Ag,K be the projection. Then (?TA)*(di.CA) is a locally free OA 9 ,Kmodule. It is a G(K)-module of weight one because di := 1 mod N.
By Lemma 4.4 there is a finite locally free 0 Ag,K-module wi such that
(?TA)*(di.CA) = Wi ®o V(K) as G(K)-modules. We choose a suitable
covering of Ag,K by affine open sets fine enough so that we have local trivializations of Wi. Then we have a collection of local morphisms
'T/i : A g, K - t utg,K . Let atoric
g,K : utg,K - t Atoric
g,K be the natural projection
defined by the quotient by PGL(Wt) x PGL(W2). Then the composite
a~~R-c o 'T/i defines a morphism from Ag,K to A~~Rc, which is evidently the
inverse of fj. This proves that fj is an isomorphism.
Q.E.D.

Theorem 11.6. Let K be a finite symplectic abelian group with
emin(K) ?: 3 and N = ema.x(K). The functor SQ~~Rc has a reducedcoarse moduli (algebraic ON-)space, which we denote by SQ~~Rc· It is a
complete reduced separated algebraic space.
Proof. Let G = PGL(W1) x PGL(W2). We choose and fix any
pair of primes d1 and d2 with di .2: 2g + 1 and di := 1 mod N. Let
SQ~~R-c be the uniform geometric and uniform categorical quotient of
U3 by G. Since local moduli of polarized deformations of any polarized
abelian variety is nonsingular of dimension g(g + 1)/2 by Grothendieck
and Mumford [22, p. 244, Theorem 2.4.1] (see also [ibid., p. 242, Theorem 2.3.3]), and G is smooth and acts freely on u;,K by Theorem 11.3,
utg, K is a smooth 0-scheme. In particular' ugt, K is reduced. Hence its
closure U3 in U2 is also a reduced 0-subscheme of U2. Since the action
of G has finite stabilizer on U3 , the quotient SQ~~Rc is reduced. Since
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u;,K is G-invariant open, the uniform geometric quotient A~~I}c of u;,K
by G is an open algebraic 0-subspace of SQ~~I}c.
Let W = SQtoric.
g,K It remains to prove that W = SQtoric
g,K is a reducedcoarse moduli for the functor SQ~~I}c. To prove it, we define a morphism
of functors
f: SQ~~J}c--+ hw
as follows. Now we use the notation of Section 9. As in Section 9.2 let
Hi (i = 1, 2) be the Hilbert scheme parametrizing all closed polarized
subschemes (Zi, Li) of P(Wi(K)) such that
(a) Zi is G(K)-stable,
(b) x(Zi,nLi) = n 9 df.JIKT, where Li = L(Wi(K)) 0 Oz;·
Let Xi be the universal subscheme of P(Wi(K)) over Hi. Let X=
x1 Xo x2 and H = H1 Xo H2.
Let T be a reduced scheme and let CT := (P, L, ¢, T)RIG be a TTSQAS with rigid G(K)-structure. Then diL has a G(K)-linearization,
hence n*(diL) is a locally Or-free G(K)-module of rank df
Since
di = 1 mod N, it is locally isomorphic to Wi 0 V(K) 0 Or as a G(K)module. Since di 2:: 2g+ 1, diL is very ample by Theorem 2.21 so that we
have a closed G(K)-immersion cPi : (P, diL)--+ (P(Wi(K))r, L(Wi(K))r
overT. Thus the image ¢i(P) ~Pis aT-flat G(K)-stable subscheme
ofP(Wi(K))r. Hence (¢1 x ¢2)(P) is aT-flat subscheme of the relative
scheme (X/H)r, any of whose fibers satisfies (a) and (b). Hence we
have a morphism

JIKT.

-

.

p

p

j(T)(CT): T--+ Hllbconn(X/H) = Hconn·
First we prove that i(T)(CT) factors through U2. Any of the fibers of
(¢1 x ¢2)(P) satisfies (i)-(ix) in Section 9. In fact, (i)-(iii) is clear from
our construction, while (iv)-(ix) follow from Theorem 2.10, Lemma 2.18
and Theorem 2.23. The condition (ix) is a consequence of very-ampleness
and G(K)-linearization of diL· Hence i(T)(CT) factors through U2.
Next we prove that i(T)(CT)(t) E U3 (k) for any geometric point
t E T(k), k any algebraically closed field over 0. In fact,by Theorem 5.2,
there exists a complete discrete valuation ring R with residue field k, and
an R-TSQAS p := (P', £', cPP', TP') such that its generic fiber (P~, £~)is
an abelian variety, and its closed fiber Po is isomorphic to the geometric
fiber CTt of CT. LetS= Spec R. Then we have a morphism i(S)(p) : S--+
U2 in the same manner as above. By Theorem 5.2, G(P', £') ~ G(K)s,
whence G(P~, £~) ~ G(K) 0 k('Tf). It follows that the K-action on the
generic fiber P~ induced from the G(K) Q9 k('Tf)-action is effective and
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contained in Aut 0 (P~). Hence i(S)(p) Q9 k(ry) factors through U3. Since
U3 is a closed reduced subscheme of U2, i(S)(p) factors through U3,
hence i(T)(a)(t) E U3(k).
Since T is reduced, this implies that i(T)(a) factors through U3.
Namely, i(T)(a) is a morphism from T into U3 such that (P,L) =
i(T)(a)*(Zt'onn,PiMx) with the notation of Section 9.3, where Pl :
Zt'onn ( C X x Ht'onn) ---+ X is the first projection. Hence we have a
morphism
f(T)(a) : T---+ SQ~~J}c ( = W).
Next we prove that f is a morphism of functors. For any morphism
ofreduced schemes q: U---+ T, and a T-TSQAS a:= (P, L, ¢, T)RIG, we
have a U-TSQAS q*(u) := q*(P, L, ¢, T)RIG· The above construction of
i(T)(u) and i(U)(q* (u)) in parallel leads to i(T)(u) o q = i(U)(q* (u) ),
whence
f(T)(a) o q = f(U)(q*(u)).
This proves that f is a morphism of functors.
It remains to prove that the following is bijective :
/(Speck) : SQ~~J}c(Spec k)---+ hw(Spec k) = W(k)
for any algebraically closed field k over 0. In fact, any k-TSQAS
with rigid G(K)-structure CJ := (Z,L,cp,T) E SQ~~J}c(Spec k) belongs
to U3(k), to be more precise, CJ determines non~canonically a k-rational
point !(Spec k)(u) of U3(k), and vice versa. In other words, SQ~~J}c(Spec k)
is the quotient of U3 (k) by the equivalence relation of k-isomorphism of
level-G( K) structures. Since CJ determines a k- rational point !(Spec k) (CJ)
of U3, so does it a k-rational point /(Spec k)(u) of W. For any u =
(Z,L,cp,T) andu' := (Z',L',cp',T') E U3(k), (Z,L) ~ (Z',L') if and only
if CJ and u' belong the same C-orbit by Lemma 11.1. Hence !(Speck)
is injective. The surjectivity of /(Speck) is clear. This proves that
W = SQtoric
g,K is a reduced-coarse moduli of the functor SQtoric.
g,K
By Theorem 8.3, SQ~~I}c is complete. By Lemma 6.7, SQ~~I}c is
separated. This completes the proof.
Q.E.D.

Corollary 11. 7. The uniform geometric and uniform categorical
quotient of U3 by PGL(W1) x PGL(W2) is uniquely determined by the
pair (g, K), which is independent of the choice of the coprime pair (d1, d2)
and a very ample line bundle B on X.
Proof. By Theorem 11.6, the uniform geometric and uniform categorical quotient of U3 by PGL(W1) x PGL(W2) is the reduced-coarse
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moduli for the functor SQ 9 ,K, which is uniquely determined by (g, K).
Hence it is independent of the choice of (d 1 , d2), and a very ample line
bundle Bon X.
Q.E.D.
§12.

The canonical morphism from SQ~~R-c onto SQ 9 ,K

The purpose of this section is to prove that there is a canonical
finite birational morphism between the moduli spaces SQ~~R-c and SQ 9 ,K
(Corollary 12.4). The following is a key to the proof of it.
Theorem 12.1. Assume emin(K) ::::: 3. Let a := (P, £, ¢, T)RrG be
a T-TSQAS with rigid G(K)-structure, and 1r : P--+ T the projection,
T a reduced scheme. Suppose that any generic fiber (P11 , £ 11 ) of 1r is an
abelian variety. Let
(a) Sym(¢) be the graded subalgebra of 1r* Sym(£) generated by
1r*(£), Q = Proj(Sym(¢)), .CQ = the tautological line bundle
ofQ,
(b) </JQ a closed immersion of Q into P(V(K))r ~ P(1r*(£)) induced from the surjection Sym( 1r*(£)) --+ Sym( ¢), and
(c) TQ a closed immersion of G(K)T into Aut(.CQ/Q) which is
naturally induced from T.
Then ¢(a):= (Q,.CQ, </JQ, TQ) is a T-PSQAS with rigid G(K)-structure.
Moreover, if any fiber 1r- 1 (s) (sET) is an abelian variety, then

Proof Lets be any prime point ofT and A the local ring ofT at s.
Everything in the theorem is defined globally, hence it suffices to prove
that ¢(a) is a T-PSQAS with rigid G(K)-structure when T =Spec A.
Let Nn := r(P, .en) and Mn the natural image of snr(P, £)in Nn.
Let N := tiJ':=oNn and M := tiJ':=oMn = Sym(¢). Since Pis reduced,
the algebra N has no nilpotent elements. Since M is an R-subalgebra
of N, M has no nilpotent elements, whence Q is reduced. Since r(P, £)
is base point free, Q is just the image ¢(P) with reduced structure.
Let C be an irreducible curve ofT passing through s such that the
pull back of P to Cis a TSQAS with generic fiber an abelian variety.
Let R be the completion of the local ring at s of a nonsingular model
of C, and S =Spec R. Then we have a morphism>.: S--+ T such that
the unique closed point 0 of Sis mapped to s. The pullback Ps := ).* P
is an S- TSQAS with its generic fiber P118 an abelian variety. Since the
closed fiber (>.* P)o ~ Ps is reduced, Ps is reduced, proper and flat over
S. Hence Psis the flat closure inP(r(Ps,.Cp8 ) ) ofthe open subscheme
P118 • Hence Ps is irreducible because P118 is irreducible.
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Let Q s be the pullback of Q to 8 by >.. Then there is a surjective
morphism>.*¢: Ps - t Qs, whence Qs is irreducible. Now we apply [7,
III, Proposition 9.7], which says that Qs is 8-flat if and only if every
associated point (= every associated prime of the zero ideal of any local
ring) of Qs maps to the generic point of 8. In our case, since Qs is
irreducible, it is clear that the unique associated point of Qs is just the
generic point of Q s, which is mapped to the generic point of 8. Thus Q s
is 8-flat. Let LQs := >.*(CQ), cPQs := >.*(¢Q) and TQs := >.*(TQ)· Since
M is generated by M 1, LQ is a line bundle, whence LQs is a line bundle.
Then it is clear that ¢(a)s := (Qs, LQs, cPQs, TQ 8 ) is an S-scheme with
rigid U(K)-structure (see Section 7.3), where U(K) is the Schrodinger
representation of G(K) in Section 4.1.
Let Ps (resp. as) be the pullback of P (resp. a) to 8 by>.: 8 - t T.
By the choice of >., the generic fiber of Ps is an abelian variety, and
as= >.*(P,C,cjj,T) is an 8-TSQAS with rigid G(K)-structure, which
we denote by (Ps,Cs,¢s,Ts) for brevity. By Theorem 2.23, ¢s(as) is
an 8-PSQAS with rigid G(K)-structure, hence an 8-scheme with rigid
U(K)-structure. Then all the generic fibers of as, ¢(a)s and ¢s(as)
are isomorphic, whence ¢(a)s ~ ¢s(as) by Lemma 7.8.
Thus (Qs, CQ., cPQ., TQ.) =¢(a) 0 k(s) = ¢(a)s 0 k(O) ~ ¢s(as) 0
k(O) is a k(s)-PSQAS with rigid G(K)-structure. Hence x(Q 8 , .CQ.) =
nY
is independent of s. By [7, III, Theorem 9.9], Q is T-flat.
To prove that ¢(a) is a T-PSQAS with rigid G(K)-structure, it
remains to check Section 6.2 (iv). By Section 5.9 (iv) G(K)r acts on
both .C and P in a compatible manner over T, which acts therefore on
Sym(¢), hence on Q = Proj(Sym(¢)) and CQ. Hence we have a closed
immersion TQ of G(K)r into Aut(.CQ/Q). Hence ¢(a) is a T-PSQAS
with rigid G(K)-structure. If any fiber of 1r is a polarized abelian variety,
it is clear that ¢(a) =a. This completes the proof.
Q.E.D.

.JTKI

Theorem 12.2. Assume emin(K) ;::: 3. Then there is a canonical
bijective finite birational 0-morphism sq : 8Q~~Rc - t 8Q 9 ,K extending
the identity of A 9 ,K.
Proof. Since 8Q~~Rc is a categorical quotient of U3 by PGL(W1) x
PGL(W2), in order to define a morphism from 8Q~~Rc to 8Q 9 ,K, it
sufficestofindaGL(W1)xGL(W2)-invariantmorphismh: U3 - t 8Qg,K·
Recall that we have a universalsubscheme z of X= xl Xo x2 over
U3 in Section 9.5 with line bundles L, L1 and L2 over U3 such that

(a) Li is relatively very ample, Li = diL, L = q1L1 + Q2L2,
(b) Land Li are G(K)-linearized with weight one,
(c) 1r*(L) ~ V(K) 0 M 0 for some line bundle Moon T,
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(d) 1r*(L) is base point free.
Let T be any subscheme of U3 whose generic point is in UJ,K, and
(P, £) := (Z, L) xu3 T. By (b) we have a closed immersion T: G(K)r-+
Aut(£/ P). By (b)-(d) we have a G(K)-morphism ¢ : P-+ P(V(K))r
with regards to T. Let a = (P, £, ¢, T). We may assume that a is a
T-TSQAS with rigid G(K)-structure by rechoosing ¢ if necessary. In
view of Theorem 12.1, ¢(a) = (Q, CQ, r/JQ, TQ) is a T-PSQAS with rigid
G(K)-structure. So we define h(a) :=¢(a) E SQ 9 ,K(T).
This gives a morphism from U3 to SQg,K· If two T-TSQASes
a= (P,C,cp,T) and a'= (P',£',¢',T') with rigid G(K)-structure are
T-isomorphic, then ¢(a) and (¢')(a') are T-isomorphic by their construction. This shows that h is GL(Wl) x GL(W2 )-invariant. Hence h
defines a morphism from SQ~~l}c to SQ 9 ,K, which we denote by h. In
view of Theorem 12.1, ¢(a) ~a if any fiber of a is a polarized abelian
variety. This shows that h is the identity on A~~l}c = Ag,K.
We shall prove that h is bijective. For this, we prove that any
geometric fiber of h is a single point.
Let Po:= (Qo,.CQ 0 ,r/JQ 0 ,TQ 0 )RIG be a k-PSQAS with rigid G(K)structure, k a closed field. Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring
with its residue field k(O) = k, and S =Spec R. Let p := (Q, CQ, ¢Q, TQ)
be an S-PSQAS with rigid G(K)-structure such that
• p 0 := p ® k(O), and its generic fiber is an abelian variety,
• its normalization a := (P, .Cp, cpp, Tp) is an S-TSQAS with
rigid G(K)-structure.

Let pt := (Qt, CQt, rPQt, TQt) be another S-PSQAS with rigid G(K)structure such that

• P6 := pt ® k(O) ~ p0 , and its generic fiber is an abelian variety,
• its normalization at := (Pt, Cpt, rPPt, Tpt) is an S- TSQAS
with rigid G(K)-structure.
First we consider the totally degenerate case. By the assumption Po ~ P6, we have the same lattice X and the same sublattice Y
of X wit K ~ X/Y, hence the same formal split torus G~r s ®z X
acting on Q (resp. Qt). Hence we have the degeneration data for
p := (Q,CQ,r/JQ,TQ) (resp. pt := (Qt,CQt,rPQt,TQt)) which are labelled by X and X x X. Let a(x) and b(x,y) (resp. at(x) and bt(x,y))
be the degeneration data for Q (resp. Qt). Let

B(x, y) = vals(b(x, y)),
b(x, y) = 8-B(x,y)b(x, y),

Bt(x, y) = vals(bt(x, y)),

iJt(x, y) = 8-Bt(x,y)bt(x, y).
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By Section 2.6, we have a semi-universal covering Qo of Qo (resp. Qb
of Qb) with covering transformations Sx (resp. Sj) (x EX). Similarly
we have a semi-universal covering Po of Po (resp . ..PJ of Pd) with covering
transformations Sx (resp. Sj) (x EX).
Let f: Po-+ Pb be an isomorphism of k-PSQASes with rigid G(K)structure. We may assume Del(Q0 ) = Del(Qb), which we write Del
for brevity. Since f induces a G(K)-isomorphism f* : r(Qb,£Q6) -+
r(Qo, CQ 0 ), the isomorphism (¢q0 ) - 1 · f* · ¢~ 6 : V(K) ® k _.=. V(K) ® k
is multiplication by a nonzero constant A. Associated to Qt, we have
a formal torus Hom(X, G~r8 ) acting on Qfor, hence its closed fiber
Hom(X,Grn(k)) ~ Hom(X,'G~r 8 ) Q9 k(O) on Q0 • Therefore there is
at most a unique monomial ten~ ~1 of weight x (that is, ~x for PJ in
Section 3.4) in the Fourier expansions of elements of r(Qb, CQ6). Hence
we have an equality f*(~j) = A~x for each weight x. Hence we may
assume that f induces the isomorphism f(c): Wo(c)-+ wJ(c) between
local charts Wo(c) (in Lemma 3.5) of Qo and wJ (c) of Qb (that is, Wo(c)
for Qb in Lemma 3.5). We recall that
r(Owo(c)) := r(Wo(c), Owo(c)) = k[~x,c, X EX],
r(OwJ(c)) := r(Wd(c),OwJ(c)) = k[~l,c,x EX].
Then we have f*(c)(~l,c) = f*(c)(~!+c/~J) = ~x+cl~c = ~x,c for any
x E Semi(O, -c + u), the semigroup generated by all a- c (a E u n X).
Hence we have f*(c)(~l,J = f*(c)(~!+c/~J) = ~x+cf~c = ~x,c (Vx EX)
because u moves freely in Del( c).
By Theorem 3.8, Po (and Pd) is an amalgamation of those strata
O(u) which are in bijective correspondence with the strata of (Qo)red·
Let U0 (c) (resp. Ud(c)) be a local chart of Po (resp. PJ). By Lemma 3.6
r(Ouo(c)) := r(Uo(c), Ouo(c)) = k[(x,c, X EX],
r(OuJ(c)) := r(UJ(c),OuJ(c)) = k[(l,c,x EX].
Now we define J*(c)((l,c) = (x,c· Since the relations of (x,c or (l,c
are given in terms of the Delaunay decomposition Del as in Lemma 3.6,
f*(c) is an algebra isomorphism. Since formally s;(~x) = b(x,y)~x and
(St)*(~l) = "bt(x, y)~l, we have in r(Owo(c)),

s;(~x,c)

=

bo(x, y)~x,c+y,

(sZ)*(~!,c)

=

bb(x, y)~!,c+y·
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Since Po ::::0 Pb· we have s;f(c)*
b6(x, y) for any x, y EX. Since

s;(<:x,c)

= f(c + y)*(BZ)*, whence bo(x, y)

= bo(x, y)<:x,c+y,

(sz)*(<:tc)

= b6(x, y)<:1,c+y•

we have s;J(c)* = J(c + y)*(SZ)* on r(Ouo(c)) for any c, y EX.
For any Delaunay cell T E Del, let

Uo(T) = ndErnxUo(c),

uJ(T) = ndErnxUJ(c).

Then the algebras r(OuJ(r)) and r(Ouo(r)) are isomorphic because the
relations between the generators are described in terms of Delaunay decomposition Del. This implies that J(c) induces a natural isomorphism
i(T): Uo(T) ~ UJ"(T) such that s;J(T)* = J(y + T)*(SZ)* (\fy EX).
Therefore, J(c) (c E X) glue together to give rise to an isomorphism
Po ~ .PJ, hence a well-defined global G(K)-isomorphism
fp: Po~ PJ. The triple of the remaining data (Cp0 ,c/>p0 ,Tp0 ) (resp.
(Cpt, cPpt, Tpt )) are induced from (CQ 0 , cPQo• TQ 0 ) (resp. (CQt, cf>Qt, TQt ))
0
0
0
0
0
0

J:

by the universal property of amalgamation. This proves that a0 ::::o a6.
Hence h- 1 (p 0 ) is a single point.
Similarly when Po is partially degenerate, the abelian parts and the
extension classes of ao and Po are the same. Hence the geometric fiber
h - l (po) is a single point by the bijectivity in the totally degenerate case.
Hence h- 1 (po) is a single point for any p0 . Since SQ~~~c is proper over
0, his finite. Since A~~R-c ::::o Ag,K and they are Zariski open, this proves
that his a bijective finite birational morphism.
Q.E.D.
Corollary 12.3. If Cmin(K) 2:: 3, SQ~~~c is projective.

Since SQ~~~c is finite over SQg,K and SQg,K is projective
by [18, Definition 11.2, Theorem 11.4], SQ~~~c is projective.
Q.E.D.

Proof

Corollary 12.4. If emin(K) 2:: 3, the normalizations of SQ~~~c and
SQg,K are isomorphic.

Proof. The morphism h is an isomorphism on A~~~c, hence it is
birational. Hence h induces a finite birational morphism hnorm between
the normalizations of SQ~~~c and SQg,K· Since any finite birational
morphism between two normal schemes is an isomorphism by [16, p. 201,
Theorem 3], hnorm is an isomorphism.
Q.E.D.
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Notation and Terminology
A g,K, Atoric
g,K
Aut(£/ P), Autr(£/ P)

a(x),b(x,y)
a(x), b(x, y)
ao(x), bo(x, y)
a( a-)
O:c

C(c, a-), C(O, -c +a-)
Del, Del( c)
Del(Po), Del(Qo)

c/>g,c/>h
eK
e~ e 12 ~

s'
(¢,q>)
¢(a-)
(cj>,T)
G,G~

G(P,£)
Q(P,£)
G(K),Q(K)
9~(£)
H,K,K(H)
H,H1,H2
H!'onn' H!'onn (X/ H)
(K,eK)
K(£ 77 ), K~(£)
K(P, £), K(Po, £o)
K(Qo, £o)
~x, ~x,c

L, L(K), L(V(K))
£X := L \ {0}

.X, .X(£ry)
level-G(K) structure
/-lN

O,ON

O(o-), O(o-, (Qo)red)
P, P(K) := P(V(K))

fine moduli of abelian varieties, Lemma 11.5
Sections 2.12, 2.16, 5.9, 5.10
degeneration data, Theorem 2.3
Section 2.4
Section 2.4, Proof of Theorem 12.2
center of a-, Section 2.5
Proof of Theorem 12.2
Section 2.5
Section 2.5
Section 2.8, Del(Qo) :=Del= DelE
Section 4.7
Section 4.1
Weil pairing, Section 2.15
Sections 4.13, 5.9
Theorem 12.1
Section 5.3
semi-abelian schemes, Sections 2.15, 2.11
Section 4.6
Definition 2.17
Heisenberg group, Section 4.1
Section 2.15
Section 4.1
Hilbert schemes, Section 9.2
Sections 9.1, 9.3
Section 4.1
Section 2.12, Lemma 2.14
Definition 2.17
:= K(P0 , £ 0 ), Theorem 2.22, Lemma 2.19
Section 3.4
Section 4.12
Section 2.15
Section 2.1
Sections 5.3, 6.2, 5.4
Section 4.1
Section 4.1
Lemmas 3.6, 3. 7
Section 4.12
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(P, ¢, P)LEV, (Z, ¢, P)LEV
(P, £),(Po, .Co)
(P, ¢, P)RIG, (Z, ¢, P)RIG

'l/J 9, '1/Jh, '1/Jj(g, x)
(Q, £), (Qo, .Co)
rigid G(K)-structure
rigid p-structure
p£(g), pL(g)
p(c/J,T)
Schur's lemma
Semi(O, -c + u)
SQg,K
SQtoric
g,K

S9 ,Sh

Sy,s;

Tx(g)' Tx(h)

Uo(c)

u1, u2, u3

U9 ,K,uJ,K

U(K), V(K)
v(x), v(x, w)

Wo(c)
Wi(K) := Wi ® V(K)

zt:mn
(x,c
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level-G(K) structure,
Sections 4, 5.4, 5.9, 5.11
TSQAS, Theorem 2.7
rigid G(K)-structure, Sections 4, 5.9
Sections 4.7,4.11
PSQAS, Theorems 2. 7, 2.22, Section 6
Sections 4, 5.4, 5.9
Section 7
Sections 4.7 (2), 4.13
Sections 5.3, 5.9
Lemma 4.5
Proof of Theorem 12.2
fine moduli of PSQASes, Introduction
coarse moduli of TSQASes, Theorem 11.6
Section 4.12
Section 2.6
Section 4.7
Lemma 3.6
Sections 9.3, 9.5, 9.6
Section 9.6
Section 4.1
Section 4.1, Lemma 4.4
Lemma 3.5
Section 9.2, Lemma 11.1, Theorem 11.3
Section 9.3
Section 3.4
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